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His name is familiar. Trivial Pursuit
has a place for it. Louis Armstrong,
dead in 1971, hasn't been al-
together forgotten.
But if the name lingers on, the
melody doesn't. In only seven-
teen years—a few bars of
time—^Armstrong's
music is lost to memory.
FM jazz stations seldom
play it. The best that
can be said is that the
worst of his music—tin-
sel like Blueberry Hill or
HeUo, Dolly!—hsis
secured a half-life in
some radio station's crypt of "Golden
Oldies."
The neglect is shameful, but not much can
be done about it Musical reputations
aren't protected by a fairness doctrine. Still,
the situation isn't hopeless. Somewhere,
someone will always be singing his praises.
The highest praise should fall upon
Armstrong's early years in Chicago. During
the 1920s and '30s, he performed tirelessly.
In the hubbub of countless one-night
stands and under the strain of segregated
accommodations, he often made
astonishing music. Some of it was captured
on wax in the studios ofOKeh and Decca
Records.
These recordings contain much of
Armstrong's finest trumpet work. Listening
to them is always bracing. Their barrel-
..„...,,,. ^-^f--w^*<mi.
chested confidence, the fierceness of their
joy and sorrow, gladdens the heart. The old
sounds aren't old at all.
Armstrong's notes, burnished,
pellucid, sail over the sludgy ar-
rangements. They defy fatigue
and poor studio acoustics.
/^'.
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Many of the trumpet passages
seem uncannily fluent. But there
is nothing garrulous or glib
about them. They are taut with
musical logic and
economy. A case in point
is the cadenza which
opens Armstrong's un-
matched 1928 Hot Five
recording of West End




when Armstrong became something he
didn't particularly want to be: at age 30, a
greatjazz artist.
What he wanted to be was a wildly popular
musical entertainer. By the mid-1 930s,
Armstrong had already abandoned himself
to spasms of Old Plantation grinning. He
was playing the happy darky, ready and able
to supply "hot" music. In mobster-owned
clubs and on the screen mugging for Bing
Crosby, Armstrong offered himself as the
jiving Sambo. Head bobbing, teeth spar-
kling, eyes bugged out (no doubt 'cause he
was skeered of ghosts), he Tommed his way
into favor with white audiences. He was on
the way to turning himself into something
of a national clown.
In the 1950s, Armstrong assumed a new
role
—"Ambassador Satch." He became the
State Department's black shill. Singing
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Hello, Dolly!, Mack the Knife, and far too many
versions of When the Saints Go Marching In,
Armstrong enjoyed an enhanced popularity.
He was America's global minstrel man.
As he aged, his fame was dogged by
diminished physical and musical power. He
suffered from crash diets, varicose veins,
heart problems, and a scarred lip. These
troubles encouraged him to mug more
shamelessly. His antics confounded and then
disgusted youngjazz musicians, black and
white.
But the fact remains: for over fifty years,
Armstrong enjoyed a busy and remunerative
career. There is every reason to regard it as a
sensational success story.
There is reason also tojudge it a sad waste.
Jamies Lincoln Collier, in his useful biog-
raphy, Louis Armstrong: An American Genius, in-
sists that the truth about Armstrong's career
is plain to hear: he betrayed his genius. Ac-
cording to this hardjudgment, Armstrong's
creative achievements pretty much ended in
the later 1930s. It was then that he suc-
cumbed to pop singing and to bravura dis-
plays of "high-noting." For the rest of his
long career, runs the accusation, he merely
entertained. He dutifully, perhaps even hap-
pily, dished out marshmellowy versions of
C'est Si Bon or A Kiss to Build a Dream On.
They certified his stardom.
Collier'sjudgment—and that of others—is
harsh, but it has a certain sticking power. To
the extent that it is correct, it serves to
remind us ofArmstrong's other failings,
most notably his lack of nerve on civil rights.
(For most of his career, he refused even to
talk about them.)
His refusal on this matter helps to explain
his stubbornness on another: Armstrong was
not prepared to be the inviolate black artist,
the heroic keeper ofJazz's sacred flame. Suf-
fering aesthetic martyrdom was not his idea
of a good time or the good life.
Born in 1 898, he was a fatherless child on
the loose in Storyville, a crime-ridden sec-
tion ofNew Orleans. The streets toughened
and victimized him. They taught him that
money mattered. That success mattered.
That an audience's applause mattered.
Throughout his lengthy career, he will go to
commercialism's full trough willingly
enough. So, by choice and very hard work,
Armstrong made his fierce dreams come
true.
Yes, but did he have to cavort quite so much?
Did he have to play all those hoary "stand-
ards" and show biz pop tunes? The questions
miss the point. Armstrong liked to cavort; he
liked sentimental ditties. (His affection for
Guy Lombardo's music—^unquestionably the
sweetest music this side of heaven—was
genuine.) And if on stage he Tonmned for
the folks, then Billie Holiday's remark is the
definitive one: "Yeah, but he Tommed from
the heart."
In that wry remark is the truth about
Armstrong's music-making. Good and bad, it
came from the heart It embraced the
audience.
All ofwhich explains everything and noth-
ing. The mystery remains: how was it that an
uneducated urchin with a two-year hitch in
New Orleans' Colored Waifs Home could
have left us, amid so much that is meretri-
cious, so much that is imperishable?
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One way to approach his greatness is to ap-
preciate his fondness forjunky music. In lis-
tening to Armstrong's recordings from the
glory years of the 1920s and '30s, it's easy to
hear that he loved to perform banal songs.
Their simplicity allowed him improvisational
freedom; they excited his musical imagina-
tion. Full of swaggering self-confidence, he
knew he could transmute clay into gold.
Performing this kind of alchemy is no mean
trick. Witness, for example, what Armstrong
does with a ditty of the Twenties, Srveethearts
on Parade. It is an absolutely god-awful song.
But fewjazz recordings are more stirring
than his 1930 version of this limp tune. With
immense assurance, he dismandes the sorry
thing and then imperiously reassembles it
the sweethearts now parade to his tune.
Sharp with bugle-call punch and clarity,
Armstrong's variations upon a tinny theme
transform sillyjunk into proud music. His
solo is structured heat and when we hear it
our response is the simplest thing in the
world: a surge ofwonder at the miracle he's
pulled off.
With the good tunes and the bad tunes,
Armstrong worked such transformations
many times, and while there can be no agree-
ment as to which of his hundreds of record-
ings mark the snowiest heights of his genius,
surely the following four belong at or near
that commanding elevation: That Rhythm
Man (recorded December 7, 1928); Muggles
(recorded December 7, 1928); Tight Like This
(recorded December 12, 1928); and Blv£
Again (recorded April 28, 1931).
That Rhythm Man was a tune written to show
off the "hot chocolate" chorines in Harlem's
Connie's Inn. Armstrong's treatment of this
forgettable strut number is an illustration of
his genius for simplicity and economy, for
packing his strong emotions into lines of
total clarity.
That Rhythm Man opens with a stutter of trite
syncopation; then suddenly Armstrong's
rhythmic energy loosens the arrangement's
tongue, and as he seizes the ludicrous lyrics—
"The trees all sway to rhythm," and so on
—
he drops the words altogether. In their place,
in a burst of irrepressible rhythmic glee, he
barks out "scat" syllables, each scat hot as a
live coal. With these few potent sounds,
Armstrong is rhythm personified. Topping it
all, he unleashes a closing, crisp barrage
from his trumpet, and the tune is trium-
phandy dispatched.
Muggles -wsis written by Armstrong and Earl
Hines, a superb pianist The title refers to
marijuana. (Armstrong didn't drink much,
but he was a devoted user of the weed.) In
this recording, his tone is at its best—broad,
golden-warm, room-filling. His double-time
solo is an intense exercise in rhythmic inven-
tion which then lowers its voice into a flow-
ing, meditative blues chorus of stern sadness.
These long, bent, draggy "blue" notes are
reminiscent of Bessie Smith's powerful vocal
phrasing. (Armstrong accompanied her on a
number of splendid 1925 recordings.) All in
all, Muggtes is a perfect example of
Armstrong at his introspective best, the kind
ofjazz which, later in his career, he seldom
played.
As for Blue Again, once more it is banal tune
time. The lyrics ("Blue again, blue again,
and you know darn well it's you again") are
beyond redemption. But Armstrong makes
the insipid sound grand. Following upon the
high-kicking heels of a flamboyant cadenza,
he disposes of the lyrics, and shoulders into
the melody. Without fuss, he breaks it down,
finds what is useful in the rubble, and then
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molds it into an assertive, fiery closing state-
ment In many ways, Armstrong was a fear-
fully insecure man; but in recordings like
Blue Again, he is the boss. Full of masculine
cocksureness, he reigns commandingly.
Finally, there is his unquestioned master-
piece. Tight Like This. It is a simple tonk
tune. Armstrong infuses it with an urgent
melancholy. The mood is brooding; a
tender, hard-won sadness darkens each
note. At first, almost tentatively, he somber-
ly plays with the melody. But then—^we
can't help but see him!—feet apart, head
high, eyes closed, trumpet straight out, he
proceeds to reconstruct it, to make it carry
all the gravity and sadness he can miuster.
The result is a majestic solo, one so perfect
in its pressing melodic invention that the
hair on the back of the neck rises. What he
does with this whorehouse tune is one of
the wonders ofAmerican music-making.
There is a revealing photograph in Collier's
biography. Posed in fuU figure and dressed
in their Sunday best are Louis (perhaps 20
or so) , his warm but wayward mother,
Mayann, and his sister Beatrice. Louis and
Beatrice are standing; Mayann sits ever so
squarely in the middle. Physically strong,
with broad, handsome, intelligent features,
they make a formidable trio. The eyes look
at you coolly, almost implacably.
(Armstrong's young-manly pose hasn't a
trace in it of the grinning Satchmo.) In
drug and brothel-ridden Storyville there's
nothing the Armstrongs haven't seen or ex-
perienced. Yet they've survived. The face
and form of Louis, his mother, and his
sister are marked by a dignity so grave it
could be miisconstrued as mere stolidness.
The old photograph is one of our best
clues about the source ofArmstrong's gift
for music and life. But it is only a clue. The




Proud To Be Computer Illiterate
Don't ask why I'm considered an expert on
the subject, but for a while now I've argued
that the world's greatest boors and bores
consisted of male converts to
vegetarianism, females training for a
marathon, or persons of either gender who
had stopped smoking, stopped drinking, or
stopped eating high cholesterol foods. But
those bores and boors are being bumped to
the back of the queue by the daughters and
sons of those b's: educated people who
have become "computer literate."
The groves of academe, where I spend a lot
ofmy time, are burgeoning with Apples,
mainly Macintosh . But microcomputers
have invaded the macrocosm itself, with
buzzwords like "bit" and "byte," programs
on personal finance and (even more per-
sonal) computer assisted instruction on sex
education. I await with fear and trembling
the silicon driven menus for the children of
the McDonald's generation: post-Nintendo
games called MacRattie, MacBaby-in-the-
Air, and MacHide-and-Seek—^all played on
what has become my favorite oxymoron,
the personal computer.
As one who believes that the humanities
are not trivial pursuits, I have pondered the
attraction of the quest for "computer
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literacy" (my second favorite oxymoron). Is
status the reward for becoming computer
conversant? At cocktail parties or in the
lunch or board room, can you one-up
others by speaking ofROM and RAM, of
disks and DOS? Would you then be seen as
powerful as, say, IBM? Such a belief could
engender a cybernetic syllogism: if
knowledge is power, and if the computer is
perceived as the repository of and key to
knowledge, then those who appear to be
most knowledgeable about computers will
be those perceived as most powerful. For
the Yuppie, compu-speak thus becomes a
kind of linguistic BMW—turbo-charged, of
course.
Computers also carry with them an aura of
mystery, even a mystique. The powers they
possess forJUSTIFICATION and ESCAPE,
to MOVE and to DELETE—and, ultimately,
TO SAVE—confer upon them, when proper-
ly invoked, a deity-like aura. And software
with names like Word Perfect and The
Final Word demand at least a genuflection.
But what if this new language, more than a
little delphic to the uninitiated, is improperly
understood? Suppose a colleague says to
you, "I have some down-time this afternoon
and I'd like to interface with you." Is "inter-
face" to be construed as a copulative verb?
How should you, then, conjugate it? And
what are the speaker's connotations in
"down time"? What, really, would be an ap-
propriate response to such a proposition?
Is one to raise the specter of "com-
patibility"? Should one provide his or her
phone number, but keep private one's ad-
dress? And what about output modes or
input moods? If one had been suggesting
nothing more than cocoa and crackers or
tiddledywinks and tea or a mere meeting to
discuss how many legal pads should be or-
dered, and you had supposed that
MODEM, ELECTRONIC PENCIL,
SPREAD SHEET, AND LOTUS 1-2-3 were
double entendres, then your response
might be a syntax error as well as a sin. So
much for computer dating. (Although it
gives new meaning to "safe sex.")
So what in the name ofNoah Webster is
going on here? Would one really gain status
by using words like "word processor" (with
which one would produce, I suppose,
pureed prose), "voice synthesization" (if a
computer can talk, I assume it can talk
back), and "user friendly" (do you want any
machine to be that personal?)? Or would
such a vocabulary constitute irrefutable
evidence of one's artificial intelligence?
Oh, how I yearn for a return to those
simpler days when "network" was always a
noun, when "input" was idiomatically incor-
rect, and when "interface" would not be dig-
nified even as a neologism; to the good old
times when "hacker" was a Sunday golfer
and when a "floppy disc" usually neces-
sitated a chiropractic examination.
A friend of mine, who publishes "The Jour-
nal ofAcademic T-Shirts," told me that one
of his best sellers is one sporting the logo,
"I'm Proud To Be Computer Illiterate." I'm
not surprised. To those queueing up to "log
in" with their "password," and looking
down their noses at those of us who prefer
the antediluvian pen and pad to the
electronic bulletin board, I am tempted to
thumb my nose. And I think ofwhat my
Aunt Gertie would say when someone tried
to tell her what she should do. "Kiss my arse
in Gimbel's window," she'd chuckle, lifting
the back of her skirt an inch or two above
her knee. Such body language, such poetic
8
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licentiousness (she never knew that she
spoke in trochaic tetrameter) strike me, as
a humanist, as an eloquent response to
those boors, those bores, that booboisie.




Whatever Happened to Rick?
In 1977 The American Film Institute
celebrated its tenth anniversary by asking
its 35,000 members to name the ten
greatest American films. Casablanca came in
third, just behind Gone With The Wind amd
Citizen Kane. Pretty good company for a
film that its studio, Warner Brothers, ex-
pected to bomb at the box office. It might
have, had Warner's insisted on its original
casting of Ronald Reagan as Rick, Ann
Sheridan as Ilsa and Dennis Morgan as Vic-
tor Lazlo.
Every film buffremembers that on Decem-
ber 6th, 1941, Victor Lazlo (Paul Henried)
and his wife Ilsa (Ingrid Bergman) left
Casablanca aboard the Lisbon plane while
Rick (Humphrey Bogart) and Captain
Renault (Claude Rains) walked off arm-in-
arm heading for the Free French base at
Brazzaville. But what did these fascinating
people do with their lives from that point? I
have investigated the question at great
length and have found the answer.
Major Strasser (Conrad Veidt) , the very
model of a monoclad Nazi villain,
recovered after being shot by Rick. He
joined Himmler's SS staff in 1942, where he
soon became a by-word in brutality for his
hunting down of underground leaders.
Alas for him, one of these, a member of the
Polish underground succeeded where Rick
had failed. He blew Strasser to pieces with a
huge bomb in the streets of Warsaw. All
that remained of him was a shattered
monocle.
On reaching Brazzaville, Captain Renault
(Claude Rains) was immediately arrested as
a Vichy collaborationist But he was soon
released. It appears that he spread bribes
where they would do the most good. In a
short time he became a prominent figure
on the staff of General De Gaulle who, it is
said, enjoyed Renault's wit and his cor-
rosive cynicism. After the war Renault was
elected to the French Senate, where he en-
joyed a reputation as a great patriot and a
connoisseur of beautiful young women.
Carl, the head waiter (S.Z. 'Cuddles'
Sakall) , was a former professor of
astronomy at the University of Leipzig. He
fled Casablanca shordy after Rick and even-
tually worked his way to New York. For a
time he lectured on European politics at
the New School of Social Research. But he
grew bored and returned to his first love
and opened a famous and popular deli in
the Bronx called The Casablanca," for
reasons which completely escaped his
patrons as they gnoshed his corn beef spe-
cials.
Senor Ferrari (Sidney Greenstreet) owner
of the "Blue Parrot," the only rival to Rick's
"Cafe Americain," had always tried to buy
out Rick. He finally succeeded after Rick
left Casablanca. Ferrari, who controlled the
Casablancan underworld, was indispensable
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to the Allies when they invaded North
Africa in November 1942. He became the
wealthiest man in Morocco, fondly remem-
bered for his charities and the fairness with
which he ran the black market: he never
charged more than 25% above what the
market would bear.
Sam (Dooley Wilson), Rick's popular black
pianist and old pal, was left to fend for him-
selfwhen Rick fled Casablanca. Rick had
neglected to tell him he was leaving. Sam
went to work for Ferrari, who had long
tried to lure him away until the American
Army arrived in Casablanca eleven months
later. Then hejoined the USO and toured
with them for the duration of the war. He
ended up playing in a steady piano bar in
Newark after the war, pestered by people
who kept asking him to "Play it Again, Sam."
After fleeing Casablanca, Victor and Ilsa
finally worked their way to London. Victor
took over direction of the Czech govern-
ment in exile. In 1942 he helped plan the
assasination of Reinhard Heydrich, the in-
famous hangman of Prague, a crime for
which hundreds of innocent Czechs died.
After the war he returned to Czechos-
lovakia, only to be arrested after the Com-
munist coup d'etat in 1948. He was tried as
a crypto-fascist and executed in 1950.
After his death, Ilsa fled Czechoslovakia,
eventually arriving in New York, where she
looked up Rick. He filled her in on his life
since Casablanca. After reaching Brazzaville
he discovered the United States had
entered the war. Joining "Wild Bill"
Donovan's OSS, Rick parachuted into
France where he served as liaison with the
French underground, the "Maquis." Always
the tough sentimentalist, he joined the
United Nations after the war but was quick-
ly disillusioned with the corruption and
hypocrisy of that international body. His
parting line was that if the UN was man's
last great hope, he preferred dispair.
He then opened a bar in Manhattan and
soon found that it was becoming the in-
place, with people dropping by to be in-
sulted by him. He became a minor celebrity
while always saying that he was only a
"drunkard and a saloon keeper." Walter
Winchell adopted him and Leonard Lyons
soon had his own special table. Rick's came
to rival Toots Shor's as a hangout for the
famous and infamous. Ernest Hemingway
used to drop by and swap lies with Rick
about who really liberated Paris. Rick and
Ilsa eventually got married, but itjust
didn't work out She was still in love with
the memory of Victor. Rick said the hell
with her and went to have a drink withJoe
DiMaggio, Sugar Ray and the Kraut (Mar-
lene Dietrich).
Ifyou doubt any ofmy research just look it




In For The Season
Nor'easter: spit-snow blows
Early and sudden across
What's left of the garden,
Wrecked already for the most part:
Marigolds, tall as masts
And blackened, begin to crack.
Planked leaves of the irises
Break before the weather
and slip under.
White waves wash
Across the flagstones, a tide
In for the season.
Wind, laughing, bends
The lifted arms of the tansy
As it goes down a third time.
The Good Wife
There are not many days
Escape me, Husband.
I have learned thrift.
Some I salt down
In brine, barrels full
Ofwind and water.
Some I smoke, hanging them
High overhead.
Remembering herd and flock.
Some I put by in spice
And sugar, jars holding
Garden and orchard.
Husband, I have learned
Thrift, one way of keeping




Passionate to the N'th Degree
The most distinctive thing about the weather in Nova Scotia is the endlessness of
spring. My father claimed it was due to the icebergs floating down through the
Strait of Belle Isle. He once wrote to the government suggesting that they plug up the
Strait of Belle Isle. If they did that, he said, the weather here would be like Florida, and
we'd all be rich from the tourist business.
"But what would it do to your business?" I asked him. He was a fur buyer.
"It would kill it," he said cheerfully.
But if a pocket of summer should slip into May, as it did in 1937, everybody went a
bit berserk. And on top of that, like the hand of fate, there came a flu epidemic and the
schools were closed for a week. That was too much for me and my friend Burton O.
Woodward. So what we did was to persuade my father to load our old patched canoe,
and our camping equipment into his Ford half-ton and take us out to Tidnish Beach.
We were out to break the record for early camping on the beach. We felt very tough
and hardy like the old couriers du bois.
Tidnish is the eastern end of the Isthmus of Chignecto, that holds Nova Scotia to the
continent. On the maps the province looks like a lobster dangling from the mainland
by its big claw. In those early days of trans Atiantic flying, the planes from Europe kept
over land as much as possible, winging down from Newfoundland to cross the isthmus
and follow the amethyst studded cliffs of the Bay of Fundy coast on their way to New
York.
I hadn't been sure it would work out—camping out with Burton O. Woodward. A
country boy, he had shown up in high school during my senior year, where he had
immediately and inevitably been nicknamed B.O. Being from the country, he hadn't
the slightest idea why the girls would call out, "Hi, B.O." and then giggle their heads off.
He had some curious traits. For one thing he was a whiz at checkers, beating all the old
duffers in the park, and very clever at math. He also once went through a maze in an
IQ test in the record time of thirty seconds, which the teacher said was impossible. But
his oddest traitwas his terrific sense ofhumor. If there was any conceivable way ofseeing
the funny side of a situation, he would fmd it, and then, throwing his head back, he
would roar with laughter, slapping his strong thighs until his eyes watered.
But he was good company, full of stories of all the funny things that had happened
to him, like the time his uncle the eye doctor, at whose house he stayed while he went
to school, handed him a saw and sent him out to prune the plum tree in his back yard.
What Burton O., as I used to call him, did was to saw off every branch about two feet
from the main trunk, and when he described the look on his uncle's face when he saw
what was left of his plum tree. Burton O. went off into a paroxysm of laughter, his blue
eyes streaming, arms flailing his thighs, so overcome that he almost fell off the chair he
was sitting in.
So that was how it happened that on an exceptionallywarm afternoon in May, Burton
O. and I were paddling along the coast of Tidnish, keeping close to land, because
although the air was balmy the water was icy, and we knew that if we tipped over we
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would be numb as bricks in about thirty seconds. As we approached the high red bluff
ofCold Spring Head, Burton O. paddling in the rear said, "Let's put on a sprint around
Cold Spring Head," and began paddling like a demon.
Ijoined in, digging my paddle into the water with such blind fury that my arms began
to feel like putty, until I happened to glance back and saw Burton O. leaning against
the rear of the canoe with his paddle resting untouched across the gunnels. Once again
I had been taken in by one of his contrived jokes. Immediately his wild cackle filled the
air, sounding exactly like the crying of the sea gulls. With a swat ofmy paddle I sprayed
him with icy sea water.
Being in front, I saw them first as we rounded Cold Spring Head—two girls lying on
their stomachs on the litde crescent of beach sheltered by the high bluff. They were
wearing bathing suits and trying to get a bit of tan, such is the mad yearning for sunshine
that affects the young in that region. They had unfastened their shoulder straps, and
with their heads facing the naeadows had no idea anyone was within miles of them.
It was a situation made to order for Burton O's insatiable need for fun. Tapping me
on the shoulder, he put his finger to his lips, and with our paddles at rest we floated
silendy toward them. When we were about ten feet fi-om the shore. Burton O., with his
flare for comedy, said in a quiet voice, "Do either ofyou girls have a match?"
Like two jack-in-the-boxes those two girls, who thought they were all alone, jerked
around to face us. The younger grabbed her shoulder straps, but the other, after her
first startled look at us, simply leaned back on her elbows and studied us coolly. She had
a lean, smooth face, with high cheek bones and tawny eyes. She was very slender, with
boyish hips, but the breasts that swelled out of the top of her unfastened bathing suit
were bountiful.
Still, it was the younger one that my gaze lingered on. She had a soft, wide face, and
her large, limpid eyes were black as soot under her lashes, except for one tiny, dancing
spark. While the other girl was lean and tense, like a hawk, the younger was all feminine.
There was nothing boyish about herhips.
Unlike as they were, they were sisters, and getting acquainted with them was easy,
thanks to the superb self confidence of the older one, Janice. We learned that she was
a phys ed major home for the spring break fj-om a college in Boston, where she was
studying physical therapy. When she stood up, I saw that she carried herself like a
thoroughbred. I had, in fact, never known a girl so conscious of her body. She even
carried her head in a special way, her fox-colored eyes flashing as she moved about She
was nuts about physical fitness, and was likely at any moment on the beach to do a series
ofhand springs, back flips, cartwheels and push-ups. She had twice as much style, energy,
and personality as her younger sister, Phyllis, but oh, it was her quiet sister who had the
jolt-delivering sex appeal.
We were great fi^iends in no time, a godsend to each other, exploring the beaches by
day or lolling on the porch of the old farm where their parents lived, or strolling under
a spring moon down the country road to North Port village for a soda in the drugstore.
We spent hours playing gin rummy in the tent or ping pong on a makeshift table we set
up on the porch.
If it was Phyllis who had caught my eye, it was I who had caughtJanice's. In fact, she
had let itbe known to all from the first day on that I was her partner. It was the completely
wrong way for a girl to go about it, making the choice, but what could I do, once she
took that line? Actually she was a very striking girl, and even if she didn't send me up
the wall sexually, she was a fascinating companion. I suppose if her sister hadn't been
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there looking at me out of those big liquid eyes, with her nice broad ass and her pert
little nose I would have felt much sexier aboutjanice.
She felt sexy enough about me. She was, in fact, the sexiest girl I have ever known. If
we went for a walk down the country road at night, we would barely be out of sight of
the others before she would throw herself against my chest, toss that lean, hawk-like
head of hers back, and with her fox eyes glinting, fling her arms around my neck and
pull my head down to where her lips were waiting for mine. If we embraced for more
than ten seconds, she would begin to tremble, and a faint, pleasantly musky odor would
come from her body as she began to perspire. "Oh," she exclaimed after one of these
brief transports, "I am so-o-sexy. I am sexy to the n'th degree."
But of course her forwardness tended to turn me off, so that the more she attacked,
the more reserved I became, until I found myself practically playing the role of the
prudish virgin in the presence of the aggressive male. It was all very strange. But it drove
her to a kind of fury of frustration. "You know you are driving me mad," she would
whisper in my ear. "Sometimes I think you don't even like me."
"Of course I like you," I would answer hastily, but I simply couldn't bring myself to
tell her how much better it would be if she would let my play the boy's role. But that
wasn't the main reason I held back. The main reason was I had fallen head over heels
in love with Phyllis.
Janice was four years older than I—twenty to my sixteen—but in sophistication she
was away ahead of me. She nearly always wore her hair pulled back tightly from her
smoothly sculptured face. Very rarely did she let it down, and then it didn't seem right
for her. If you saw her from a certain angle you might have mistaken her, with those
slim hips, for a boy, but not if you saw the swell of her breasts. They were her most
dazzling feature, ofwhich she was fully aware. She did everything she could think of to
draw my attention to them. It seemed to me that the top of her bathing suit was hardly
ever fastened, when she lay on a blanket, propped up on her elbows reading, her breasts
hung loose beneath her, moving this way and that with every movement of her body,
driving me half mad with suspense as her nipples played bo peep. I was in love vdih
Phyllis, but I hungered fiercely to fondleJanice's breasts.
Our second evening together she asked me to go with her to get the cows. Coming
back, where the path dipped under some old hawthorn trees, we stopped to let the cows
drink from the brook. I remember I was below her looking up at her as she stood in the
dappled sunshine, her eyes glittering like jewels. At that moment there was a magic
about her. She sat down on the grassy slope hugging her bare knees, and I was very
conscious of the soft under-curve of her thighs. I sat down beside her, and for the first
time my throat grew dry with excitement. Over our heads the chickadees flitted and
chirped. One of the cows uttered a long, low, resonant "moo."
"What is a cow saying when it does that'" I asked.
Her fox-fire eyes regarded me with an almost weary amusement "Take my breast,"
she said.
"What! " I exclaimed, startled.
"She wants to be milked, to be relieved of the ache in her udder, you dopey town
boy."
The cows had finished drinking and were turning to look at us as if puzzled at why
we were not moving on. ButJanice didn't move. She seemed to have forgotten about
the cows. She seemed lost in thought. Then she put her hand up to push back some
strands ofhair from her glistening forehead and said as casually as ifshe were discussing
the weather, "What do you think about going all the way?"
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I gulped. I couldn't have been more startled if she had asked me if I thought the
world was going to end. Nor could I imagine any other girl of my entire acquaintance
asking a boy such a question. I swallowed and could think of no appropriate response.
"A lot of my friends in Boston do it," she added.
"Well, it all depends," I said fatuously.
"On what'" Her eyes, feigning innocence, regarded me steadily.
If I had been a man of the world, I would have said that it was a fine idea if you
happened to have a trojan in your wallet, which I didn't. I didn't even know at that time
that a girl as sophisticated asJanice would have her own way ofavoiding the consequen-
ces of unbridled passion.
So I launched into some ridiculous nonsense about commitment, which I suppose
was a kind of insult to her. At any rate, after waiting a few more seconds she stood up,
brushing off her short skirt, picked up a fallen branch and threw it at the nearest cow,
out offrustration with me, I have no doubt, and sending the whole herd on amad gallop
down the lane.
Itwas an awkward little debacle thatwould hauntme for years. How many times since
have I accepted in my imagination her starding invitation, for she had gone as far as a
girl could go in that direction, and made love to her with abandon under the hawthorn
trees while the cows waited puzzled and patient
Still, she never gave up on me. One ofher ploys for getting me aroused was to get me
to do gymmastic tricks with her. One ofher favorites was to lie down on the sand on her
back, draw her knees up to her chest, and taking my hands draw me down until my belly
rested on the soles of her feet and my eyes were inches from those delicious, mostly
exposed breasts. So she would hold me teasingly suspended for a few seconds before
she would abruptly straighten out her muscular legs and flip me completely over so that
I would land on my feet about a yard beyond her head. It was almost, but not quite, as
much fun as the real thing.
One morning when we were happily engaging in this engrossing exercise, just as I
was flipping over, and momentarily looking at the world upside down, I glimpsed beyond
the curve ofJanice's breasts an unbelievable sight—my mother striding toward us over
the grassy ridge bordering the beach, her mouth round with shock and the rest of her
face dark as a thundercloud. The mystery of her sudden appearance was not revealed
to me until some time later, when a friend confided to me that someone had told my
mother that I was carrying on with a strange girl on the beach in a quite unconventional
manner, and that that was why she had hitched a ride out to the shore with one of the
week-end cottagers.
As I swung about to see if she was actually real and not some guilt hallucination, she
turned away from us, as ifour immoral gambollings were too shocking for her to witness.
Suddenly she bent over, grabbed up a handful of the flattened pebbles at the edge of
the sand and began skipping them over the water with such silent fury thatsome ofthem
bounced twenty feet into the air. "Your father wants you to come home at once," she
said out of the side of her mouth. "He wants you to help him patch the roof of the
porch," she added.
"Right now! " I exclaimed, very conscious ofJanice, leaning on her elbow, making only
a minimal gesture towards decency, a half grin on her face as she watched us.
"Of course, right away." My mother's voice was tight. "I have a drive arranged back to
town."
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It was a major confrontation of our wills. I knew, of course, that the whole business
about the porch roof was a fabrication, and I knew also that I wasn't going to let her
mortify me in front of this sophisticated girl. "I can't come," I said firmly.
My mother threw a glance at me over her shoulder. It was the strangest, bleakest look
she would ever give me. Itwas only later, when I had cooled down and had had a chance
to think about it, that I realized she was seeing all her dreams for my future, the full,
rich life of achievement denied to her, going down the drain in an entanglement with
an immoral female.
Then she turned abruptlyaway and strode back over the ridge, leaving me suffocating
in guilL
"Your mother looked a bit upset "Janice got to her feet and stretched languorously.
I could see she was relishing her little victory over my mother.
On one ofour evening rambles we discovered that the two girls were distantly related
to Burton O, through the Fultons, his grandmother and their grandfather being
Fultons. I wondered when I heard that if it didn't explain Burton O.'s strange reticence
with Phyllis.
For Phyllis must have been having an even more fi-ustrating experience with Burton
O. thanJanice was having with me, because I had to admit that physically Burton O. was
a rather handsome fellow, with his sandy hair, clear blue eyes, ruddy coloring and strong
square jaw. I can still see him on one of those cool spring evenings when we took over
the Olsen parlor. There would be a small fire in the fireplace. Janice and I would be
stretched out on the couch working ourselves up almost to the "n'th degree", while
Phyllis and Burton would be on the rug in front of the fire. To encourage him she would
stretch out her curvaceous legs and rest her head on his lap. And what would he be
doing? He would be making a comic farce out of the whole situation, striking a pose,
thrusting out his cuffs, fussing aboutwhat he called "the right position" and so on, even
rearranging her hair, as if that didn't quite satisfy him. Sometimes it would seem that
he was actually going to kiss her, and then at the last moment he would find something
else that needed his attention. This would go on until Phyllis finally got totally bored
and went out to the pantry to get us all something to eat
I remember once when Phyllis and I were alone on the porch for a wonderful few
minutes, standing very close together in the shadow of the rose trellis, while Janice did
her stint washing dishes. I could feel the static electricity between us. I had just picked
a rose from the trellis to place in her hair, whenJanice's slim hand came out ofnowhere
and plucked it firom my fingers. "You sweet thing! " she exclaimed, tucking it behind her
ear.
But when Phyllis left us, she turned pensive. "You find Phyllis very attractive, don't
you," she murmured.
"Sure," I said, diplomatically. "You're both terrific girls."
"I know a lot ofboys find Phyllis attractive. Do you think she's got something I haven't
got?" Her fox eyes questioned me. And I almost told her then and there, that if she
stopped playing the boy's role, she'd get more response. But I doubt she could have
changed. She was a hawk, a hunter by instinct, whereas Phyllis was a waiter—the quarry
waiting to be caught, waiting, waiting to enfold you into her soft body and into her deep,
dark eyes.
"Phyllis never exercises," Janice went on. "She's let herself get soft and flabby. She
doesn't keep in shape. In a fewyears she'll be fat as a dumpling. "Janice's eyes were fixed
on mine, willing me to see what Phyllis would look like gone to fat.
But when I evoked the image of Phyllis, my lean, hard body began to grow warm.
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"In a few years she will be just like Mom/Janice said. "It's really tragic." And having
demolished her sister as a love object, she gave me an especially tender smile. "She has
no muscle tone," she murmured. "I'm hard on the outside, but I'm all soft inside." She
gave me a meaningful look.
"Like a Pierce Arrow," I ventured, thinking of the luxuriant upholstery.
One particularlywarm night, as the four ofuswalked along the beach,Janice suddenly
said, "Why don't we take a dip?"
"In that water!" Burton O. exclaimed. "You would freeze your b—b—backside off."
"So what, "Janice said, "are you men or mice?"
"We don't have any bathing suits," I said, and then waited in the sudden silence that
greeted that remark, waited for someone—Phyllis surely—to lend some support to my
objection. When she didn't something like a little mouse ran up my spine. Was it
possible, I wondered, that some ofJanice's sophistication had rubbed off on her?
"Well, I've got to cool off, Janice said, and in one smooth motion pulled her jersey
shirt over her head. There was of course no bra underneath, so out popped her
magnificent breasts, gleaming palely in the starlight, like a pair ofmoons. Then without
a pause, she unbuttoned her skirt and let it fall to the sand, and there she stood, slim
and smooth as an eel, and I got my first good look at a full grown patch offemale pubic
hair—dark as sin. Then she was running down to the lapping black water, taking a few
splashing steps and diving into it, vanishing completely for amoment before she bobbed
up gasping. "Come on! " she cried, "it's t—tremendous."And she started doing a furious
Australian crawl.
"Well," said Phyllis to no one in particular, "here goes." As she took hold ofthe bottom
of her shirt, my heart stopped beating.
"Whoopy! " yelled Burton O., and doing a handspring and a roll in the sand, he was
out ofhis pants and into the water faster than the speed of light, faster than he had torn
through that maze, faster than the time it was taking Phyllis to get her tight shirt over
her breasts. At the last minute, as I bent down to pull offmy sneakers, modesty got the
better of her and she turned her back to me before removing her skirt, so that when I
straightened up all I could see ofher was her unbearably desirable loose-jointed, clefted,
magnificent, totally feminine backside. Then there were the three ofthem all thrashing
like mad, sending up fountains ofphosphorescent water to keep from being paralyzed.
When I hit that water, the coldest water I had ever been in, the air burst fi-om my
lungs, leaving me gasping and quivering like a speared fish. I took about six strokes and
then I had to dash out, bent over and shivering. I had no insulation whatsoever. I
suppose none of us stayed in more than two or three minutes. Phyllis, surprisingly, was
last out, but perhaps not so surprisingly, since she was the plumpest of the four of us.
Quickly, with chattering teeth, we pulled on our clothes, thenjumped up and down and
slapped our arms about to stir up our circulation.
But oh it was a wild, wonderful adventure, so daring, so unique in my life, never to
be forgotten. Lying on my hard mattress in the tent trying to quiet down and get to
sleep, I kept hanging on to thatwonderful front view ofslenderJanice—the pale breasts,
the dark pubic hair, and the even more seductive rear view ofvoluptuous Phyllis. Seeing
two full grown girls stark naked at the same time, my first view of that other human
shape that haunts us until the day we die—^what an experience!
In the endJanice had her way with me, did it with a trick. The day before our glorious
week was to end, the girls to return to colleges in Boston, and Burton O. and I to our
humdrum last year in high school, I gave my back a twist. ImmediatelyJanice was all
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professionalism. "Why, I'll just give you a massage that will straighten you out in no
time," she assured me.
She took me into the tent and had me stretch out on my stomach with my shirt off.
I remember one of her problems that day was that she had a touch of the sniffles, and
had to stop occasionally to sneeze. Perhaps it was because the warm spell was beginning
to break up, the wind having swung around to the northeast. The cold breath of those
distant icebergs was in the air. At one point as she worked on me, I remember, a little
drop of moisture like a pearl hung at the tip of her slightly hawkish nose. But oh she
was effective with those strong slim hands of hers. My whole body seemed to be turning
to rubber. Gradually she worked down toward the lower part of my back.
"Loosen your belt," she said. "It's the lower back where the trouble lies."
Obediently I arched my body and unbuckled my belt As I did so, she pulled my
trousers down low on my hips, making me rather selfconscious of the face that she must
be looking right down at part of my backside.
"That's better," she said, and dug her thumbs deliciously into the hollow of my back.
She did this for a few minutes, filling my whole body with a marvelous languor. Then
leaning back so that her weight rested on my haunches, she very lighdy trailed her finger
tips down my flanks. Like trickles of oil, supernaturally smooth, her fingers flowed down
my sides. Then she did it again, more slowly, and to my utter astonishment—having no
idea it could happen from such a caress—I collapsed into quivering ecstasy, which I
almost immediately out of mortification tried desperately to conceal.
Bending forward, she kissed the back of my neck. "There," she said, "why don't you
just take a snooze. When you wake up, you'll feel fine." She stood up.
"Thanks," I managed to murmur, staying on my stomach.
It was true about my back, however. When I got around to standing up, it was fine.
The next morning, the old spring chill was back. The girls would be leaving at noon
to drive to Amherst to catch the Ocean Limited, which would take them to St. John,
where they would change for the train to Boston. A crisp, gusty breeze was coming from
the northwest, an off-shore wind. Inside the tent we played a last round of gin rummy,
with the tent swaying and tugging at its stakes. Around eleven we came out for a last
stroll together along the beach. But suddenly Burton O. let out a yell. The canoe was
gone—vanished. A telltale squiggle in the sand ran from where the canoe had been
down to the water.
It was quite clear what had happened. The off-shore wind had caught it and rolled it
down the slope of the beach, where it must have landed upright on the water.
"Well," said Burton O. "It's on its way to Greenland now." And I knew he would have
another funny story to add to his repertoire.
"I'm so sorry," Phyllis said. "We're to blame. We distracted you."
I stole a glance atJanice, butJanice was gazing out to sea with a puzzled expression
on her face. 'There's something very strange in the sky. Look. Off to the northeast"
She pointed.
We all turned to look where she was pointing and gaped. There, off in the haze was
something unbelievable, a long, dark, cigar shaped object floating in the sky, moving
toward us. I could feel the hair on the top ofmy head rising.
But suddenly Phyllis was yelling and jumping up and down. "It's the HindenburgI"
she cried. "The German Zeppelin! It said over the radio that it would be passing near
here heading for the Fundy coast on its way from Europe to New York. We're right on
the direct route."
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Frozen with wonder we stood like posts watching the cigar in the sky growing silently
by the minute, watched it wide eyed until it filled the sky with its enormous bulk and we
could see the gondola with faces at the little windows and hands waving at us, and even
hear at last the whirr of the propellors, and then I saw its huge shadow rushing at us
across the bright water, as it grew dark above us shutting out the sun, and we began
jumping up and down in a frenzy ofexcitement, shouting and waving back, turning with
it as the endless length of it began passing over our heads, filling and darkening the
whole sky.
"Do you realize," Phyllis said in an awed voice, "that we are probably the first North
Americans those people up there have seen on their trip across the Atlantic, that we are
the first to greet them?"
That idea was apparently too much for Burton O. to take calmly. With one of his wild
whoops he flung himself over onto his hands, and walking down the slope of the beach
on his hands, waved his feet to the faces up in the gondola. Not to be outdone, Janice
grabbed my arm. "Let's do our trick for them!" she cried, and throwing herself down
onto the sand, drew her knees up to her chest, held out her hands to me, and sent me
flipping through the air.
Up in the gondola white handkerchiefs fluttered at the windows.
Motionless, we watched the great airship float away until it had shrunk to the size of
a silver pencil in the western sky, fmally vanishing in the haze over the Bay of Fundy.
"What an adventure!" Phyllis exclaimed. But Janice, glancing at her watch, let out a
shriek; "My god! We're going to miss the train atAmherst altogether! " and grabbing my
head in both of her hands she gave me a quick kiss. "See you next summer," she said,
and then the two girls were tearing off down the beach.
Burton O. and I watched them silently. "They were good fun," he said at last, and
gave me a funny look. "I think you would have preferred being with Phyllis, though."
I didn't answer. "I think I'll take a walk along the beach," I said.
"I think I'll take a nap in the tent" He reached for the flap.
But down by the water I found the glare bothering my eyes and turned back to the
tent for my sun visor. As I drew close, however, I w£is surprised to hear a low moan.
Peering in through the flap, I saw Burton O. lying on the mattress. His arms were
wrapped around his pillow, which he was kissing and hugging, and I realized at once
that he was doing to his pillow what he couldn't for the life ofhim get himself to do to
Phyllis. Embarrassed, I silently eased away.
The next day, while we were in the country store where we bought our groceries, we
learned that the Hindenburg had caught fire, and that all those people in the gondola
who had fluttered their handkerchiefs at us were dead. That and losing the canoe, and
the departure of the girls was too much for us. I called my father on the grocer's phone
to come and get us. Then we went back to the tent and began packing everything up.
That fall we went off to the same college, but our companionship was over. Burton
O. moved into a different dorm, and I hardly ever saw him. He seemed to have changed.
He had become a loner, and never laughed, but spoke in a stiff, abstracted way, as if he
had to weigh every word. He planned to major in economics in preparation to go into
business, and that was all he talked about whenever we ran into each other. He even
moved in a slow, careful way. His nickname had followed him, however, and I thought
that might have been what turned him into such a loner.
Then one day out of the blue, he walked into my room and told me he was dropping
out of college, not because of bad grades, he assured me. He just didn't see the point
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ofgoing to college, since he had decided to go into business for himself. He said he was
going to buy a second hand Ford, which he was going to use to sell fish.
I thought he must be joking , not believing he could throw away a whole academic
year of studying just two weeks before finals. But he was dead serious.
And so he disappeared from the campus. Two weeks later another student from our
home town stopped me on my way to class. "I lave you heard about old B.O.," he said.
"Heard what?" I asked.
"They found him walking along the street stark naked. "They've had to put him away
in the asylum. Schizophrenia is what they called it. As for me, I always thought he was
nuts." The fellow laughed and passed on.
As for me, I suddenly saw Burton O. quite vividly, his handsome head thrown back,
laughing wildly and slapping his thighs, and wondered how I could have been so blind
as not to see the desperation in his need to escape through laughter whatever it was that
was gnawing at his brain.
Once the subject of B.O. and his tragic fate came up at home. "It was in his blood,"
my father said. "His great uncle Tom Fulton went the same way."
I feltalitde momentary chill, remembering what an odd girlJanice had been, seeing
her a litde differendy, with that wild, restless light in her tawny eyes.
I finished out the depression in college, won a fellowship to Harvard, became an
American citizen, and married a sweet Jewish girl fromi Brooklyn. It was twenty years
later travelling along the Tidnish coast with my wife, that I decided to stop at the old
Olsen farm and ask what had become of Phyllis andJanice.
The middle aged woman to whom I put the question on the back porch looked at
me strangely. "You knew them?"
"We spent a wonderful summer on the beach together, away back in 1937, the year
the Zeppelin passed over."
"Ah, yes." She nodded. "I remember that, and the awful tragedy. It is also sad about
the girls. They are both gone."
"Gone! " My blood froze. "Are you telling me they are dead?Janice would bejust forty
years old and Phyllis even younger."
"I was never quite sure what happened toJanice. The only word we got was that she
fell down a stairwell and broke her neck. In some building where she worked. We could
never get the details out of anyone. It seemed a strange thing to happen to Janice who
was so athletic." She shook her head. Thyllis died of leukemia—so young, so pretty."
I hurried away from that place of dire news. I simply could not visualize Janice, who
could do a dozen hand springs on the beach, being so clumsy as to fall down a stairwell.
But then I remembered how like a coiled spring she had been, grabbing so hard at love,
and I thought of her Fulton blood, thought of her being programmed to self-destruct
just as surely as Burton O. Then all that had been so wonderfully original about her
seemied just abnormial.
But not sweet, serene Phyllis! Never sweet Phyllis! But then with a shiver of fear I saw
again the litde clump of us on the beach, our heads tilted back as we stared up at the
great dark mechanical bird in the sky—^aviation's Titanic And I thought—WTiat is going
to happen to me? I also stood in the shadow of the great Zeppelin, 1 was there in that







Anger comes out through the eyes.
If it doesn't, it lies
so deep in the Caverns of Unacknowledged Fears
no extravagance of analytic years
can unbury its silent skeleton.
Weep, weep for everyone
lost in those spidery shadows,
among fallen rocks. Cockroach knows,
Silverfish knows, Moth, fluttery as palpitations
of the heart, knows our limitations,
knows we are bodies that decay
beyond pain as well as pleasure, knows our bodies betray
us, abandoning even our anger, which lies
somewhere on the other side of our brighdy lit eyes,
in the Caverns of Unacknowledged Fears.
Weep, weep your tears.
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KELLYCHERRY
Seclusion Room, A Tabula Rasa
This is the room where nothing is.
I live here, complete with nothing. The white walls
Rise like the chalk cliffs of Dover, waiting for something to be written
On them. There is nothing here to write with; also, there is nothing to hang myself
From. A single red eye watches me, but I don't move; I lie
Naked on the floor, white blankets bunched
Over me like an igloo. My body is so cold it shakes
But my mind is dangerously serene and wants to drift quietly away.
My mind is going away; it floats out to the center of the universe.
Where nothing is, and hangs there like a moon or dead planet, a red planet
Under white clouds. I press my hands to my head, trying to call
My mind back. Why should it return
When there is nothing here to make thejourney worthwhile, no reward?
There is not even any time here—time melts
Before I can grasp it The room grows dark; only the red eye glows.
This is the room where nothing is.
I am nothing, and I live here.
Lying on my side on the floor, facing the place where a wall in light would be,
If anything were here,
But this is the blank, guarded room
Where nothing is, not even itself What is nothing? It is
A mind as silent as a paperweight in which cushiony snow falls
Forever, piling up against the double steel doors with their one-way windows.
My cold and lonely body is in love with its mind, but this love goes unrequited.
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KELLYCHERRY
rm Out OfMy Head
I am that person
Who does not know
That other person
Who can come and go
In and out ofmy head.
I am the person
Who is out of her head.
Who is that person
Who lives in my head
When I am out ofmy head?
She won't let me in.
I bang on the door ofmy head,









I don't even know her name.
The one time I saw her, her hair




I'd have fled, but where?
Those snakes slithered through her hair.
Where where where
Can I go
When I am out ofmy head?
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MICHAEL J. KERLIN
The Catholic Modernist Crisis;
Then and Now
Pope Pius X promulgated the encyclical Pascendi Dominici Gregis eighty-two years ago
on September 17, 1907. This fact ought, by rights, to be a matter of purely
antiquarian interest in 1989; but, as it turns out, modernism remains a live issue among
Roman Catholics even at this late date. A few illustrations may show how alive it is.
The central thesis of Malachi Martin's much reviewed TheJesuits: The Society ofJesus
and the Betrayal ofthe Roman Catholic Church (1987) is not that theJesuits are bad fellows,
but that miodernism has triumphed among themi and that its progress there is repre-
sentative ofan evil rampant throughout the church. Although the book is sophomoric
in its argument, it repeats a claim which had already been made more effectively by
Jacques Maritain in The Peasant of the Garonne (1966) and by George Kelly in The Battle
for the American Church (1979) and which finds expression regularly in the pages of The
Wanderer aind of Crisis.
The claim of modernism triumphant arises in other contexts as well. This past
summer, on three separate occasions, I mentioned to liberal Roman Catholic
theologians that I was interested in writing about modernism only to have them
interrupt immediately with "But that's what's going on right now." This response too
could be traced through a rich literature. It comies not only from the apparent similarity
ofold and new doctrines, but from the similarity between struggles in 1907 and struggles
in 1989.
What was this modernism which continues to disturb the peace ofRoman Catholics?
A mere summary ofdoctrines will not suffice nor will a comparison between it and liberal
Protestantism or other types of modernism to which it was akin. It was as much a spirit
as an ism, and around it swirled a crisis which affected many people in dramatic and
often tragic ways. This dispute was no merely theoretical matter for those involved in it
Consequendy I think that the best way to describe the movement and the controversy
is to tell a few stories. One could tell many, but I'll stick to three.
These stories require a rough mise en scene. Through most of the nineteenth century,
the Catholic Church (at least in its Roman incarnation) had been a pillar of the old
regime, battling against the forces ofnationalism, liberalism, democracy and revolution.
The nature of the batde should be apparent from the encyclical Quanta cura and the
attached syllabus of errors issued by Pope Pius IX in 1864. His efforts reached their
doctrinal culmination with the definition ofpapal infallibility at the furstVatican Council
in 1870 while the armies of Victor Emmanuel marched on Rome to finish off a
millenium of secular power for the papacy. The church, defeated in material terms,
would continue to be a rock of stability and safety in a dangerous and confused world.
However, Pius IX died in 1878, and the new pope, Leo XIII, began a cautious, on
again-offagain, apperturaio that world. What the opening up meant, in part, to scholars
was that they could approach the resources of modem (often Protestant or secular)
thought without being simply defensive or combative.
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It was in such a setting that a young French priest, Alfred Loisy, began his scripture
studies. By the 1890s, Loisy was both a popular lecturer at the Catholic Institute in Paris
and a writer of international reputation. But his method of treating the bible as an
historian and some of his conclusions (for example, that Moses did not write the
Pentateuch, that Genesis was not an exact account of the origins of humankind, that
inspiration allowed of error and contradiction) were enough to get him into hot water
with Rome and with the Archbishop of Paris. In 1892 he found himself removed from
his professorship and relegated to the chaplaincy of a girls school at Neuilly. Here he
continued writing sometimes under his own name and sometimes pseudonymously. He
was fairly contented with this bucolic existence. By the turn of the century, though, he
was again teaching, this time at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes; and he was rehabilitated
enough to be a candidate for the bishopric of Monaco.
His position was soon to change again. In 1900, Adolf Hamack presented a set of
lectures entitled The Essence of Christianity at the University of Berlin. A renowned
historian and theologian, Harnack contrasted Jesus' s teaching on "the fatherhood of
God and the brotherhood of men" with the accretions of Catholic dogma and ritual.
The contrast relied on a liberal Protestant reading of the scriptures. For Loisy, it was
also an erroneous reading and an opportunity for him to show the relevance of his work
for the defence of the church. He was convinced that the best, unbiased scholarship
would show Harnack to have been looking down the historical well not at the visage of
Jesus but at himself.
The Jesus found by the most careful study was not a vague humanist, but a Jew
proclaiming an imminent kingdom which would reverse the whole earthly order.
Historians might have to recognize limitations in thisJesus, and they would have to put
aside consideration of miracles and the like. Yet they could demonstrate thatJesus was
far from this-worldly, that he w«is focussed on the transcendent and that the Catholic
Church, unforeseen by him, was nonetheless in its doctrine and ritual the result of his
impulse. He preached the kingdom of God and the church came duly about
Loisy published these thoughts in his 1902 The Gospel and the Church. The book was a
sensation. Some like Friedrich von Hugel, baron of the Holy Roman Empire, citizen of
the world, and self-taught philosopher and biblical critic, thought it had done a
tremendous service to the church and that it was defmitive proof of the value of the
critical study of the bible. Even a bishop like Eudoxe-Irenee Mignot of Albi thought it
a positive contribution. But there was resistence among the very Catholics it purported
to defend. The philosopher Maurice Blondel, a man who eventually transformed
Catholic apologetics and who had influenced all the so-called modernists, worried that
a Jesus mistaken about the imminence of the kingdom and ignorant of the coming
church could not be theJesus of the Christian's faith and prayers. Other Catholics were
more vehement. They saw the book as a clever trick to change the nature of the faith
and the church under the pretense of defending them. Loisy was once again the center
of controversy, and his small volume was soon placed on the index of forbidden books.
We could go on with this story, but I think it best to do some backtracking and to pick
up another, that of the Anglo-IrishJesuit George Tyrrell. Tyrrell had become a Catholic
at the age of 18 and shortly thereafter a Jesuit, and by the 1890s he was an admired
essayist and counselor. One who read his essays was Baron von Hugel, a resident of
England despite his Austrian origin. He wrote in 1897 to ask if his daughter and helper,
who was experiencing faith difficulties, might come for advice. Tyrrell took on the task,
and he also got to have lunch with the baron, who could never control his enthusiasms.
Before long, Tyrrell was reading Blondel and Loisy and learning German. And, before
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long, he was making his own intellectual shifts away from the old scholastic argumenta-
tion towards a more subjective apologetics with Blondel and away from a simple reading
of the scriptures towards Loisyist discriminations. For Tyrrell, the major question
became how to reconcile Christian piety with the critical approach.
The first evidence ofa major change in his thinking came in 1 899 with a pair ofarticles
"The Relation of Theology and Devotion" and "A Perverted Devotion" for the Jesuit
review The Month on which he had been a staff member and to which he had been a
regular contributor. What he objected to in the first article was an overly intellectualist
understanding ofrevelation among scholastic philosophers and theologians, and in the
second he chided ordinary Catholics for their interest in the details of hell, a matter
which he thought best left in the realm of the unknown. Both articles are quite tame by
present-day standards. But the latter in particular raised eye-brows among the Roman
censors, who worried that "pious ears" might be offended by the tone of skepticism.
Despite a retraction, Tyrrell was soon transferred fi"om The Month and from London.
Needless to say, he could no more stop thinking and writing than could Loisy although
it became hard for him to get the needed permissions to publish. Like his French peer,
he resorted to pseudonymity and even anonymity,
Tyrrell's basic strategy, best expressed in the devotional book Lex Orandi (1904), was
to distinguish sharply between spirituality and theology. The real business of religion,
Christianity included, was precisely spirituality, the experiential contact of human
beings, individually and socially, with the God within. Doctrine was the secondary
reflection on this experience, and theology a tertiary organization of doctrines. Ordi-
nary Christians did not have to worry overly about the gap between their experience
and doctrines and, above all, not about the disputes of theologians.
In 1905 Tyrrell put these thoughts in an essay for a Catholic anthropologist trying to
reconcile his work with his faith. The essay was meant to be private, but a leading Italian
newspaper, Corriere della sera of Milan, obtained it and published selections. Tyrrell's
Jesuit superiors demanded to know if he had written it, and on getting an admission
demanded a public repudiation. When he refused, they expelled him ft-om the Society.
The reasons for their consternation should be fairly obvious.
Experience and revelation became co-terminous in Tyrrell's scheme, and revelation
no longer seemed to have objective content The teaching of the church would be
merely an evolving interpretation and not the simple truth about God and the things
ofGod. Anyone could, after all, have experience, and the interpretations of the church
would be on a level with other interpretations. Authority would be from the bottom up
rather than from the top down. Pope and bishops would be expressing the meaning of
the gospel and of Christian life by reflecting the consensusfidelium.
The pope since 1903 had been Pius X. He had assumed as his motto "To restore all
things in Christ," and from the beginning he took up the new currents which were
agitating the church. No philosopher or theologian, he seems to have had little
comprehension of or sympathy for the problems agitating Tyrrell and Loisy. Although
everyone knew an all-out attack was coming, this pope took his time formulating it. First,
in July 1907, he published a list of prohibited theses in the bull Lamentabili Sane. The
emphasis here was on the scriptures, particularly the New Testament One can get a gist
of the 65 theses from the following: that the divinity of Christ is not proved from the
gospels, thatjohn's gospel is not on the same historical level with the synoptics, that the
"son of God" in the gospels is equivalent to "messiah" and that Jesus admitted to
ignorance in the gospels.
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Then, in September, Pius published the encyclical Pascendi systematizing the errors
permeating the church and condemning them as modernism, the synthesis of all
heresies. The main ghost writer was an Oblate of Mary Immaculate named Joseph
Lemius. What Lemius did was, by a tour de force, to take bits and pieces from many
thinkers (Loisy and Tyrrell among them) and to give them a unity and coherence found
no place else.
The encyclical covered philosophy, theology, christology, ecclesiology, apologetics
and so on. In essence, Lemius and Pius saw the modernists as transforming Christian
faith into a species ofhumanism which ultimately finished in agnosticism and relativism.
Agnosticism and relativism in turn went hand in hand with laicism in the church and
liberalism in politics. Thewhole system mixed faith and false philosophy, and the people
who advanced it cloaked disordinate pride and curiosity with the pretense of loyalty.
How seriously the pope took the presence of these isms is apparent from the
disciplinary measures with which he finished the encyclical. On the positive side, he
called for the reinvigoration of scholastic philosophy as an antidote to sloppy and
dangerous thought. But it is the negative which is most striking. The censorship ofbooks
and periodicals was to be tightened; congresses of priests were to be discouraged; every
diocese would have a committee of vigilance to seek out signs of modernism there;
bishops would have to report triennially on their efforts against it No quarter was to be
given to anyone who showed the least taint. Then, in 1910, Pius established a detailed
oath against modernism to be taken by every candidate for ordination or for ecclesias-
tical degrees.
Initially no one admitted to fitting the bill. Nonetheless, Loisy and Tyrrell were
commanded to subscribe to Lamentabili and Pascendi and were excommunicated on
failing to do so in satisfactory form. They may have considered the decrees caricatures,
but they came close enough to qualify as the originals. Once condemned, they tended
to make the best of the caricature and to take the Vatican on as "modernists." Tyrrell,
for example, shifted the term to mean bringing together "thatwhich, after due criticism,
is found to be valid in the old and in the new," and he juxtaposed this wholesome
modernism with the medievalism advanced by his foes.
My estimate is that the total number of theologians expelled from the church was
under a hundred. By and large, only priests suffered explicit condemnation. But what
the encyclical did, above all, was to unleash such a reign of terror within the church that
even being soft on modernism was risky. Indeed any attraction to new trends ofthought
in religion was a disqualifier for offices in the church. The atmosphere hardly en-
couraged the daring thinker. Older priests would sometimes warn their proteges, for
example, to steer clear ofNew Testament studies as a hornets nesL And every unusual
position had to be qualified in ways that assured the reader that there was no suggestion
of modernism.
Tyrrell died of Bright's disease in 1909, and his funeral was the setting for a macabre
tug of war between his friends and the church authorities. Although he fought the
Vatican bitterly until the end, his last book, Christianity at the Cross-Roads, was an elegant
defence of Catholicism (albeit Catholicism with his modifications) against liberal
Protestant critiques. Loisy, for his part, became a professor at the College de France and
lived until 1939. He came to admit that he had lost many of the traditional Roman
Catholic beliefs long before the modernist period, and there was little place for any such
beliefs in the ethical humanism he developed after his excommunication. Yet he asked
that inscription on his tombstone read "Alfred Loisy: Priest."
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We could tell other stories. That of Maude Petre refused communion at the altar in
her country parish. That of Ernesto Buonaiuti hounded from his professorship at the
secular University ofRome after the 1 929 concordat between Mussolini and the Vatican.
That ofvon Hugel and Blondel coming to think that their old friends Loisy and Tyrrell
had indeed strayed too far. That ofUmberto Benigni organizing an international secret
society, the Pious Sodality, to fight modernism. That of Louis C:ardinal Billot, the great
intellectual opponent of the movement, leaving the College of Cardinals rather than
accepting the subsequent papal condemnation of the right-wing secular movement
Action Francaise. But the stories of Loisy, Tyrrell and Pius X must stand here in the stead
of these others.
The anti-modernist strategy was so effective and also so divisive that Benedict XV
called ofla good part of it in 1914. Many bishops had complained about the ill-will and
the tensions caused by the anti-modemists and by their secular allies, and the new pope
may have realized that the church should not have to face the coming ungluing of
civilization in an internally embattled state. He did not, however, give up all the
disciplinary tools. The Anti-Modernist Oath was required until 1968, and I myself took
it with all the sincerity at my disposal three times at the Gregorian University in Rome
during the mid-sixties.
Still the consensus was that modernism had been dead as a movement in the church
within less than ten years of Pascendi. Leonce de Grandmaison, a wise and generous
Jesuit, said in 1922 that effective teaching of Thomism was the cause of its demise, but
everyone admitted that only a fool would think that he could espouse anything that
resembled the ideas of Loisy and Tyrrell and occupy an official place in the church. To
my knowledge, there was little talk of a renewal of modernism until the second Vatican
Council, and then by 1966 one could find dozens of books and articles asking, "Is
modernism with us again?" and "Is a new modernist crisis possible?"
As I mentioned above, the questions have been asked from both the putative left and
the putative right Some people have rejoiced that the Council vindicated the old
modernists. Others have seen the bishops under the leadership of a naive John XXIII
and a weak Paul VI as unwittingly opening the church up to long repressed hazards of
skepticism and relativism. Who has been right?
Surely the declarations of the Council would have pleased George Tyrrell, and a
theologian who had uttered them in 1910 would have lost his job. But the similarities
are only superficial. The bishops of Vatican II would have been unhappy to have their
documents likened to the writings of Tyrrell. Among workaday theologians the
similarities are often deeper. In biblical studies, for example, the critical method is the
rule today, and many theses o{ Lamentabili\io\i\d not raise an eyebrow in th^ Catholic
Biblical Quarterly. They are, though, commonplaces which do disturb people and which
raise constant hackles in the pages of the Wanderer. In theology proper, Hans Kung is
certainly a soul mate of the old modernists as are the American Gabriel Moran and the
Canadian Gregory Baum. The list could get very long.
Nonetheless, I think it a mistake to speak ofneo-Modernism. First of all, it is a mistake
because modernism was always something of a misnomer. No serious thinker, then or
now, has idealized the modem world. Some of the most important and creative
contemporary writers like Malachi Martin's bete noire Karl Rahner have taken great
pains to distinguish their endeavors from modernism. But, even on specific matters, all
the echos of old doctrines and attitudes are in new contexts; and many of the present
concerns which agitate theologians and make their way into the press were unthought
of by the Loisys and Tyrrells.
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They would, for example, have appreciated the liberation theology idea ofrevelation
coming through the base communities; but they would have resisted the blend of
revolutionary rhetoric and gospel fundamentalism. Similarly, however much theywould
have approved ofCharles Curran's theological independence, they would have blushed
to hear him discuss abortion, birth control and masturbation. And, although they did
make passing criticisms of priesdy celibacy, they never seemed to have thought about
the ordination ofwomen. Finally, I think that they would have considered themselves
theological and philosophical conservatives when faced with Christian atheists or with
Catholic deconstructionists.
The range of contemporary Catholic thought "on the left" is too vast for description
in bygone categories—either those ofPius X or ofthe people he attacked. Thus it would
achieve little for Martin to have Catholics take the Anti-Modernist Oath (his proposal
in the Wanderer Isist year) as an antidote to current confusion. A new tour de force and
new labels would be required today.
But, whatever we call it, could there be a crisis analogous to the modernist crisis in
the present-day church? For some years, impressed by the autonomy of theologians and
the seeming impotence of authority, I thought not and even expressed that view in a
1972 article for America. Now I am unsure. The strategy of declaring Hans Kung and
Charles Curran "no longer Catholic theologians" and the reinforced mandate that
bishops take a direct hand in monitoring teaching in Catholic universities changes the
situation, especially in the United States. I don't believe that the bishops in general have
any desire to provoke a struggle; but, if they should, whole institutions would be in
upheaval and the affected theologians might number well into the hundreds ifnot into
the thousands. Futhermore, since the issues now are often ofa practical nature touching
directly the lives ofmany lay people, the crisis would hardly remain a clerical affair.
Let's draw some sort of moral out of the above. I am at heart something of a
theological traditionalist—yearning for the sort ofhill-blooded Christianity which once
drew William George Ward and John Henry Newman into the Catholic Church.
Consequently, I believe that the old modernism was a problem and that Pius X was not
simple-minded in being disturbed by Loisy, Tyrrell, and the others. Likewise,John Paul
II has, by my judgment, good reason to struggle with religious skepticism, political
utopianism and sexual liberalism. He is no obscurantist. There is also a time for people
reading each other out ofgood society and out ofthe community of the faithful. Finally,
like Loisy and Tyrrell, indeed like Kung and Curran, I give pope and bishops a special
role within the Roman Catholic Church for working out of these matters.
Yet the crisis at the beginning of this century tells us something about the danger of
the anti-miodemist strategy in a religious community. Loisy and Tyrrell were responding
to real difficulties confronted by any theologian who studied the relationship between
the bible and theology. Repression simply guaranteed that no one could give an honest
reponse to them since an honest responder would have to admit to real difficulty and
would thus have to walk partway with them. Similarly, after Kung and Curran have been
read out of the ranks of Catholic theologians, we still have all the difficulties they evoke.
No one, theologian, bishop, pope,Jesus himself, can remove the difficulties by fiat. Fiats
cannot make the vague clear, the unsure sure, or unconvincing convincing. As Loisy
said many years ago, ideas are not knocked out of people's heads with croziers. The






The way Peter said
"We have left everything," you'd
think he owned a fleet
2
Nicodemus, thanks
for asking that dumb question
for the rest of us.
3
Five loaves and two fish
out of hand, a boy sees them
shared beyond his dreams.
4
The tree in Eden,
was it a sycamore tree
like yours, Zacchaeus?
5
Never one to waste
a gathering, Naim's widow
gave them a party.
6
Who is Himself bread.
Whose word Mary takes as bread,
still needs Martha's bread.
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Barry Simon had not been back to Burlington for twenty-five years. More than
anything since his birthday party two months earlier, the stark number enabled
him to understand that he really was forty. But he had never forgotten how angry and
rebellious he had been when his father had decided to move to San Francisco. I lardly
even consulting wife or children he had sold the house, packed them up, and shifted
their lives across a continent. Barry was certain the move had released emotional
confusions that had delayed his exit from adolescence, had plunged him into two
unsuccessful marriages and a hopelessly bitter relationship with a father whom Barry
still tended to avoid. The move from Vermont seemed to be the beginning of a basic
sense ofdisconnection. He tended to accept it because he thought such acceptance had
to come with maturity. Everyone lived a separate life after childhood. So he had never
returned to Burlington, but finally went when his comipany sent him as a representative
to a convention there.
His dreams often took place in Burlington, and on certain kinds of rainy days in
Seatde he could close his eyes and recall the smell of the wet green along the lake shore,
the mewing gulls, the faint, high-pitched fog horn on the distant pier. On the flight
from Chicago he had puzzled over the paradox. How could a person have such an
important location in the mind and yet never try to return? But as it was with most
philosophical matters for him, the question dissipated in a series ofminor distractions
—
a particularly friendly and lithesome stewardess, a close connection in Pittsburgh, a
seat-mate on the last flight who was bound for the same convention of boating
manufacturers. Even in school and college Barry Simon had been adept at asking the
probing question, but never attentive when the teacher attempted to answer. The
question always seemed so much more interesting to him, full of suggestions and
potentiality. The answer was flat, an end, the subject pinned in its display case.
The city was recognizable from the air. Although many more neat blocks of houses
in the suburbs and some tall, glassy structures in midtown indicated expansion, the
countryside still dominated the area, slips of fields and woods even penetrating the core
through valleys and streams. He ventured to point out a number of similarities between
Seatde and Burlington, but his seat-mate only replied, "Really," as he buckled his belt
On the ground he had more trouble recognizing places he had known for the first
fifteen years of his life—an airport that had expanded into a new building as charac-
terless as the Strip ofjunk-food establishments on the road into the hotel, a do\NTitov\Ti
with a mailed main street that imitated all the malls he had visited. This neutrality made
it easy for him not to leave the hotel for the first two days. He worked so hard on orders
and sales talks that he let himself be persuaded he was in any city but the one he knew.
Sometimes he could not help turning from the desk in his room to the wide plateglass
window with the curtains he usually kept drawn to see the lake glittering in a sunset.
Juniper Island stretching long and flat, the Adirondacks cutting an irregular border of
darkness out of the magenta sky. Then he would falter, knowing that if he let himself
do this for two more days and left without some attempt to wander streets he had known.
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he would accuse himself of faint-heartedness, might even feel regret. lie was avoiding
it, asked himselfwhy, and went down to the main banquetwhere the president ofEureka
Fiberglass would be addressing them on Trospects in the Industry—the Aftereffects of
Merger."
The aftereffects of Barry's own two failed mergers were two women who lived in the
same city but barely even spoke to him ifhe met them on the street, savings far less than
someone his age should have since in both divorces he had abandoned houses and
equity to the women without a struggle, and a son who had died three years before at
the age of thirteen. Although some forms of avoidance had been part of Barry's innate
character for so long that he did not think of them as evasive, he saw most clearly his
inability to face that death and made no attempt to struggle with it. Itwas simply there—
a
hard, cold, impenetrable object that could suddenly appear in front of him, and he
would sidle around it or even turn his back and walk in the opposite direction. Nothing
could alter it, nothing would enable him to accept it, nothing could dull that agony.
Whenever he talked to someone who had suffered a similar loss, and they spoke of
consolations, of gradual recovery, he held his tongue but wanted to tell them how they
were the ones avoiding, they were the ones evading an absolute truth.
Even if Barry was not the most faithful husband, was even perhaps resentful enough
ofwomen in some inexplicable ways so that he would probably always fail or betray them
after winning their confidences, he had loved his son in a way that let him experience
what an amazing thing love might be if it were not warped by pressures that women
seemed to arouse in him. Such a love enabled him to perform all the most vexing tasks
of infant raising with none of the impatience or irritation that even Denny's mother
had shown. He could rise at any time ofnight towarm a bottle, even lie awake sometimes
wanting to do so when Danny slept soundly into a new pattern of uninterrupted nights,
could change the messiest diapers or cling firmly to a cranky, kicking child on the most
humid and oppressive days. He watched Denny closely, his mind full of strange longing
at the stiff, abrupt way the sturdy legs churned out their first weeks of walking, almost
as if he had known he would have to remember because he would outlive the child.
Certainly it was the first time he had understood that a concommittent of deeper love
was the balancing terror of loss.
But, he reassured himself, after all there was a kind of dying Denny was doing all the
time, passing irrevocably from babyhood to infancy to childhood. At thirteen he had
seemed about to step into manhood prematurely—his voice already changing, a slight
dark fuzz appearing on his upper lip. Instead he had stepped inattentively into the path
ofa Streets Department truck filled with ragged asphalt blocks. Because the divorce had
been three years before and very bitter, Barry and his wife mourned separately and he
had no idea whether her griefwas as unhealed as his.
The keynote address was boring beyond Barry's expectations. The selling of pleasure
craft was not something that had ever interested him much anyway, but it was ajob, his
commissionswere good, and he did have a love for boats and water that must have begun
in his childhood even though he had only vague memories of sails or engines on the
lake. Certainly his family had no boats. But he must have always wanted one because
when he moved to Seattle and bought a small sailboat fi"om a fellow car salesman, he
found the place he wanted to be—alone on Puget Sound, and whether propelled by
wind or gas did not matter.
The move fi-om studying and coveting various craft to selling them was easy, and Barry
could not be choosy about employment This was his seventh "serious''job. He had even
been a high school teacher of English until the requirements for certification went up
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and he refused to go back to school. I le had always hated being a student. Now he was
well on his way to taking out his own franchise with a major boat company. It behoved
him to accept Patrick Frankel's suggestion that he represent Frankel and Sons Boat-
works at the convention, the best way to show his enthusiasm and above all to make
contacts. But he could care less about mergers and sales figures and the efficient ways
to combine service with new sales. He still wanted to be out on the water, throttle open
and running the waves headlong with a scudding breeze.
So he drank too much. Barry liked wine, especially from certain small California
wineries, but was happy to settle into a decent vintage of Cotes du Rhone. He usually
drank slowly and with a good sense ofwhen he was passing beyond his capacity, but this
evening the speaker droned on, punctuating his monotonous praise ofgreed withjokes
culled from some sourcebook so known to all his audience that Barry could see even
the most slavishly rapt were hard put to contort their faces into a laugh. His neighbor
ft-om Santa Barbara wanted to talk about his sailboarding bonanza and how the reps
from the East Coast just didn't have the vaguest idea what you could do promoting
something like that if you had a Pacific Ocean—"Piece a cake, piece a rake," he kept
grinning and squawking like a parrot, and Barry ordered another bottle to insulate
himself so that he could politely ignore his neighbor and the hollow drone of the voice
fi-om the loudspeaker.
Behind all this stoic acceptance of a situation he would have avoided ten years ago
was the simple fact he was forty and could not afford to lose hisjob or blow the chance
to move up to a more independent position. He had to believe that when he managed
his own franchise he could send his reps to these dismal affairs and spend more time
with the boats themselves.
Applause. A round of very raw, cheap cognac. People standing, drifting in groups,
pumping hands, slapping backs, booming and guffawing at each other like the winning
team in a locker room. The few women there had hard, fixed looks on their faces as if
they were determined not to panic in spite of the howling of guard dogs in the nearby
woods. Barry saw Peter Danovsky, a Chicago salesman, drifting his way, that glint of
recognition in his eyes, but he kept his own face fi"ozen, pretended he had not seen
him, and walked quickly to the nearest exit. He had begun to sweat profusely. Danovsky
knew every trite phrase in the English language and could compose impenetrable
paragraphs of them for hours.
But Barry also knew he was drunk, was incapable of controlling his tongue, and
needed silence and solitude. He wove down the corridor, bumped a rotating glass door
with his shoulder, and found himself standing in the wide parking lot, a fresh breeze
gusting up from the distant lake, gauzy stars reeling over him in an August Vermont sky.
He walked to the grassy border, stood under a young, gaunt maple, and closed his
eyes for a moment. Why had he ever gotten into this dismal business? WTiat if he moved
to the top and only had to do more of this, or worse, was asked at some point to speak
to a convention? "Barry Simon, president of Simon's Pleasures, Inc., will open the
convention in Tulsa, Oklahoma, with an address entiUed, 'Keeping Your Job WTiile
Hating It: The Key to Success.'" He breathed deeply. Well, he didn't have to answer any
questions now. Tomorrow he'd be sober. Then maybe while he was here he should look
around the old town. See what opportunities there were, .\fter all, Forbes had said
Burlington was one of the fastest growing markets in the U.S. Move EasL HometowTi.
Roots.
He was suddenly aware of how the quiet was more than merely the absence of voices
and a cranked-up speaker system. A layer of natural silence was behind the surface of
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city noise, and even that occasional rise and fall of engines or abrupt clattering was less
than in a place as large as Seattle. He pushed away from the tree. He wanted to laugh
at his own silly thoughts, but the quiet seemed like a presence that would not permit
him to be superficially mocking or cynical. He turned his back on the hotel and began
walking. He wanted to go further into that silence, to stand closer to the lake or walk
down some dim residential street He wanted to find something familiar in the silence
so that he could enter it more fully.A talisman. Forwhat' He brushed a hand impatiently
in air. Don't ask. Keep walking.
At first the landscape was quite strange, but he could tell all this area had been torn
down and reconstructed to conform to the latest mode of international anonymity. It
was Danovsky's words turned into steel and glass with the usual concrete plazas as
conjunctions. But soon actual streets began to appear, battered woodframe houses,
some noisy bars, and even trees. He recognized the docks where the ferry boats would
be tied up, and ascended the hill away from the water. If he did not watch carefully
where he put his feet at crossings he was liable to stumble over the curbs. Maple,
Winooski, Spruce, South Willard. The names were familiar. Then the shapes of some
houses. He turned into the quietest street he could fmd.A few lights high in the windows.
Trees spreading or clustered. A freshly mown lawn greening the air. He took off his
jacket and hooked it over his shoulder. He breathed deeply. He knewwhere he was now,
and where he was going. Home.
Which was the small white house on the corner with its back lawn rising steeply into
some neighboring woods. The house was more sequestered than he remembered,
perhaps because two apples trees were planted in front, and smaller too, as if memory
had been ashamed and lied to him. He had recalled the same shape but taller, wider,
more imposing. Never mind. He had been smaller most of the time.
No lights on in the house. He stood and watched for awhile. Perhaps the people were
out for the evening or on vacation. He was a little disappointed, could almost imagine
himself walking up to the front door. 'Say, I know this is odd, but I used to live here.
Years ago. A kid. I wonder ifyou'd mind—
'
His room had been in the back. Some nights in the spring he could hear the raccoons
squabbling in the woods and he would get out of his bed to go to the window and kneel
there, listening to the high screeching, the scrabble of their chase on the loose bark of
the spruces. If he woke at night in winter he could tell by the eerie glow of the air that
it had snowed, and again he would steal over the cold floorboards to put his face close
to the fogging glass, trying to believe the snow was already so deep that school would be
cancelled.
Now he fisted his hand in his pocket, gripped hisjacket and wondered what had gone
wrong. Just as his father's decision to move had been, it seemed inexplicable that such
calm and happiness could have led to this life of disconnections, dissatisfactions, and,
yes, once again—the boy turning his face toward him as ifreproaching him for not being
there to yell "Watch out"—grief. Or did everyone look at childhood v^th the same
question? Did its ignorance always make it seem more full of grace?
A car passed slowly, the driver turning to peer at Barry in the dim light of the
dashboard. He should move on before he was seen as an intruder. But he crossed the
street, stood by the edge of the lawn. He remembered the tree, a giant spruce in the
back just before the ground tilted up into the steep hill and woods. He had never built
a treehouse there but had dragged some planks into a high fork to make a platform
where he could sit From there he could look past the roof of the house to roofs below
and the sweep of the lake. He told no one in his family about it His siblings seemed to
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have no interest in tree climbing and if his father knew he never mentif)ned it. Often
he had retreated to it, scraping his legs on the rough, resinous trunk in his haste to be
up before anyone saw him climbing. He had always felt that up there, his legs drawn
tight to his chest, his eyes not deigning to lower themselves toward liie world he had
left, no one could get him. He had stepped up into the sky and drawn the ladder wiiJi
him.
He skirted the apple tree, the lilac by the side of the house, and stumbled on \hc edge
ofa patio in back that had not been there in his childhood. No lights visible in tlie house
from the back either, no barking dog. The tree was still there although the hillside
beyond had been cleared of undergrowth and in the dim glow of city light he could see
the stepped terraces that had to be an elaborate rock garden. I le hesitated for a moment,
aware that this was surely some middle-aged madness. He had not climbed a tree for
years or even thought of doing so.
He clasped the lowest limb, felt the sticky gum, knew he was probably about to ruin
a suit that still had a few years in it, but heaved, swung a foot over, grunted, almost failed
to pull far enough up, and finally straddled the limb, holding onto the next one above
him. As he did so he felt all his pockets emptying—keys from his jacket, wallet from
trousers, probably even pen and notebook—all sliding out ofhim andjangling, flopping
on the ground below. Oh well, they'd be there when he came down. Before he rose
higher, he slipped out of his jacket and dropped it Then he clambered, reaching for
the next dark line of a branch, until he was as high as he could go safely. He was fairly
certain this was his old perch. No planks anymore, of course. Then he recalled how the
morning they had left he had climbed and bitterly thrown down his perch as ifhe could
tear down his own castle so no one else could ever inhabit it
For a moment he closed his eyes, letting his legs swing in space, the breeze gusting
as ifhe were gliding on a wing, flying in an updraft into the night. He wanted to yell but
was beginning to sober sufficiently to be self-conscious again so he opened his mouth
and breathed in the wind and wished he had thrown all his clothes off with the jacket
Hadn't he done that once? He vaguely recalled sneaking down from his bedroom one
night to climb and then strip off his pajamas so that the cool breeze could wash over
him, but above all so that his whole body could feel what it was like to be suspended in
the slow swirl of space. If only one could strip away all the facts and numbers and
memories and become nothing again, but still alive.
But with his eyes closed, Barry Simon began to see many of the things he had not let
himself experience since the wall of departure had risen between himself and his
childhood. The man who was his father pushed him higher and higher on the backyard
swing, and yet Barry kept returning to the hands, the voice laughing with him. I le hid
in the brambles on the hillside and stared down at the same man as he lifted his mother
and carried her out to a chair in spite of the heavy, white cast on her broken leg. WTiy
had his father been so hidden to him for all these years? His throat tightened. Was he
so sotted he would cry? He wondered if there might be some salvation in memorv that
he had never let himself try. In the basement of that house he had stooped and heard
the magical transmission of voices coming down the heating ducts, calling his name,
"Barry, Barry, where are you?" until he answered, sending his owti voice out to all the
rooms of the house, possessing every room and being in none of them. But now, even
as he gave in to so many memories he could barely see them before they passed, and
that voice calling "I'm here" changed. It was not his but Denny's.
Light was glaring at his eyelids, voices were commanding.
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He jerked upright, hit his head on the branch above, and blinked down into a
spotlight.
"All right, buddy. Come on down slowly. No tricks."
The patio lights were on too, and the windows on the second floor blazed. In the
street beyond, a police car flashed blue. When he dropped from the last limb, two
officers seized him roughly, handcuffed him, picked up his belongings from the pile
they were all treading on.
A small, bald-headed man in a bathrobe was piping angrily, "That's the bastard. I
almost had him two nights ago. Told you we'd get him tonight if we laid low. Son of a
bitch. Is that how you get your kicks, watching girls undress?"
They did not let him put his things in his pockets so he was not certain they had
picked everything up. "Hey, I used to live here, that's all. Really. I thought no one was
home."
The police were non-committal. The man in the slippers shuffled with them to the
car and said he would come downtown as soon as he dressed.
Barry stopped trying to explain. He sat and watched the quick passage of streets reel
him back into town past his hotel, around the corner to the police station. He felt totally
sober, and worried. What if they continued to think of him as some peeping tom? Or
even if not that, he had been trespassing. Drunk, caught up a tree in Burlington,
Vermont. He had no doubt what Patrick Frankel would do to him if that was reported.
They placed him in a small, well-lit room with table and chairs and did not remove
the handcuffs. One policeman leaned on the doorframe with his back turned, talking
to someone in the next room about a bad accident that afternoon.
Later Barry could hear the voice of the houseowner but not what he was saying. He
lifted both hands in order to pinch the bridge of his nose and relieve the tension he felt
in his eyes and brow. Fool, fool, he berated himself. Drunk and sentimental, wallowing
in nostalgia. Christ, hadn't he learned the past was best left alone? Butwhy had he been
fingered out? Of all the trips to send him on, how had Frankel chosen this one city?
Then he recalled clearly how he had put his own name down next to it on the list of
upcoming conferences. At the time it had seemed like a whimsical possibility, better
than totally unknown destinations like Sarasota or Houston.
When the officer came in with a sheaf of papers and sat down opposite him, Barry
had decided he would simply tell everything he could. No point in being reticent if he
could put an end to the mistake. He'd apologize to the houseowner, wish him luck in
catching the peeper, sympathize with his anger. The officer began asking questions, and
at firstwould not listen to anything else as he filled in names, address, occupation, social
security number. Finally the information was gathered, and Barry began pleading his
case, words tumbling, describing.
"Look, you could prove what I'm saying. Simon. My dad Harold Simon used to work
for O.K. Sure, it was twenty-five years ago, but there have to be records. I swear it was
impulse, that's all. I used to climb that tree all the time. When I was a kid," and on he
went.
The officer listened. Barry began to think the words were working, then the man lifted
his eyes from the forms he had been staring at as Barry spoke, and said, "How often have
you done that in the past week? Why were you standing out on the lawn with binoculars
in the rain on Monday night'" Which only sent Barry off" onto another flight of
explanations—had not been in Vermont, had been in Seattle, had plenty of witnesses,
but hoped that wouldn't be necessary. Hisjob. Better if his boss didn't know about all
this. Barry smiled, shrugged, hated himselfand the officer for his own panicked bleating.
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But he could not help the next thing he did. Afterwards he questioned himself again
and again trying to discover what turned him in diat direction, what enabled him to
violate his own privacy so deeply. Was it the unheeding indifference of the officer, or
was it truly his own cowardice, his fear of losing anotherJob, or having to move perhaps
to another city, another series of facts establishing an identity? All he knew for sure was
he heard his own voice trembling out the words.
"Look, I'm sorry. I know you can understand. I've had a rough time recently. Things
just haven't been the same. I had a son, see, who died. Run over by a truck. I loved the
kid. You can understand, can't you? I'mjust holding on where I can. Can't lose myjob
now. He was only thirteen. Died,"
The officer was looking at him directly, his expression unchanged but his hand
folding and unfolding the papers. "That's tough," he said after Barry finished.
Barry could not tell from the tone what the man meant by that. But he wondered if
he was going to heave all that booze and banquet food. What was he doing? Would he
start yammering about his divorces, go back through to all the childhood memories?
"It all checks out, Terry. I talked to his boss," the officer from the next room was saying
fi-om the doorway. "Mr. Manyon won't press charges."
"You're lucky," Terry said when he stood to take away his papers and get the key to
the handcuffs. "Pretty kooky thing to do, climbing tress in someone's backyard in the
middle of the night, ifyou ask me."
As he was handed his belongings, Barry saw Manyon standing at the far end of the
room, took a step toward him to say something, but instead turned sharply to the door
and stepped out onto the street. Even with that briefglance at the man in his unbuttoned
white shirt, the mat of chest hair dark at the collar, he had sensed how he might veer
into anger rather than apology. He had some rights to the tree, damn it, that had
nothing to do with ownership and property. That was his past
But in his hotel room with the lights out and the curtains pulled back, Barry leaned
on the glass and stared into the black space where only the lake lived. He knew that what
he had said to the officer was true but that he would have to struggle to forgive himself
for saying it He had used his memories to try to save his own skin. Much worse than






Grace, the way you kept your boy in dresses,
years beyond infancy, transformed a tender
illusion into a torment of gender
confusion just reading about distresses
those on whom no gender problem presses.
A boy, Grace, a guy, his sex was not your own
to fit into a dream of matching twins.
A hex the prize that self-indulgence wins,
dressing a "Y" as "X" in the bone.
Alone, Grace, why didn't you let him alone?
oooo
JACK HART
An Office Overlooking the Green
Pale leaves that have first learned to lay
A checkerboard across the day.
Grass that's freckled, frosted white
With flowers, like stars in a green night,
And boys and brown, bare shouldered girls,
Who tumble freely as the squirrels.
All draw me from the textbook's page
—




He loved the bird that loved the man
Who shot him xvith his bow
—Samuel Taylor Coleridge
I'm wearing Nikes—in case I have to run. The last demonstration I took part in was
in 1969. To protest the war in Vietnam we sang, listened to poetry, and held lighted
candles, I also marched on the Quad at the University of Michigan when Dr. Martin
Luther King was assassinated in 1968. Both peaceful demonstrations. Non-confronta-
tional. No civil disobedience; litde risk. Today's demonstration at Powderboume may
be different. Powderboume is a private gun club near Philadelphia whose members use
live pigeons as targets.
I'm not an animal rights activist—nor even a strict vegetarian. I drink milk, wear
leather shoes, carry a leather purse and billfold—unlike the dedicated animal rights
workers I ride down with. But after hearing about live pigeon shoots, legal in Pennsyl-
vania and four other states—and being astounded that such gratuitous killing could be
legal, could be considered sport, and after writing seemingly futile letters to various
people in power, I needed to do something more, something visible and concrete. If
only stand there, silent, hoping that such presence might one day inspire gun club
members to sense, viscerally, an alternate viewpoint, to question "accepted" attitudes
and behavior, to wonder if there's not another, better way to be in this world.
Thewomen I'm with—Johnna Seeton, 44, a retired elementary school teacher; Debra
Hartman, 35, a former elementary school art teacher and now a free-lance artist; and
Lillian Seeton, Johnna's 77-year-old mother—are wearing cobalt blue t-shirts printed
with a statement, in white, about the pigeon. A bird in the dove family, according to the
message, and for centuries an important religious and cross-cultural s)'mbol associated
with love, purity, freedom, and peace. Under the block of print, there's a picture of a
pigeon, and the author's name, Richard Avanzino of the San Francisco S.P.CA. These
shirts were made by Trans-Species Unlimited, an animal rights organization who is
sponsoring today's protest It's always good,Johnna tells me, to see so many "blue shirts"
at demonstrations. The sense of solidarity, I take it. Probably, too, the illusion of safety.
"Have you ever been to a pigeon shoot*" she asks.
No, I say. I just heard about the one at Hegins, Pennsylvania—an annual Labor Day
family picnic and pigeon shoot open to the public. In 1987 some 6,000 pigeons were
killed. Shooters came from several states and Canada.
"It's horrible." A sentence she often uses, the "o" pronounced as \\\e"a" in 'car." But
conveyed in her soft, moderate voice—Philadelphia inflections blending with the
vaguely southern inflections I recognize as Pennsylvania rural—it seems more a state-
ment of fact than expression of emotion. In the same mild tones, she describes what
happened at the Hegins event in 1986.
A pigeon, dazed from being transported in a crowded cage, then placed in a smaller
box, emerges from the box when a shooter, some thirty yards or so away, yells "Pull!"
There may be as many as ten boxes lined up, each holding a pigeon, and the shooter
may get five or so shots. Another shooter with a different type of gun may be simul-
taneously shooting on another section of field. Some pigeons are shot while still on the
ground. Others manage to fly up, but these pigeons may not have flown much—or not
at all—prior to the shoot. Many,Johnna believes, are bred and sold especially for these
events. Young boys—at Hegins some of these boys wore caps that said Pigeon Killer—
chase after the maimed and wounded birds. Their job is to kill them by twisting their
necks—but sometimes they stomp them to death, or pull off their heads—then take the
carcasses to disposal barrels. At Hegins these barrels were kept behind a fence.
I ask how old the boys are who run after the wounded pigeons.
Young. Eight, nine, eleven—in that range.
The 1986 protest at Hegins, she tells me, was a little scary. A lot ofbeer drinking went
on, and men got kind of mean. Things could have gotten out of hand.
It's one of those perfect September days—cool, with hot sun and glittering woods,
fields, and sky. The Powderbourne Sportsmen's Club isjust offa paved township road
in wooded countryside and farmland some thirty miles north ofdowntown Philadelphia.
A historic area, judging by the eighteenth century village of Garyville nearby, at a
crossroads formed by Sleepy Hollow Road and the King's Highway. A few miles away is
East Greenville, a town of light brick and stone reminiscent of English market towns in
the Cotswolds, near Stratford-upon-Avon.
Cars are parked in front of a well-kept farmhouse, a few sharply angled over a ditch
of field grasses and wild mint. A dark-haired young woman in t-shirt and levis stands in
the road, directing us to park there becausewe won'the allowed to park up ahead, closer
to the club. She is Cheryl Baker, I learn, from Philadelphia—active in working to end
research lab abuses.ADoberman rushes fi-om the farmhouse and barks at us, as an older
woman in a green t-shirt that says Ireland comes to the road. Yes, she lives there, she says,
but we can park there all right because she's mith us.
While Johnna and Deb get their protest signs out of the trunk, the woman angrily
tells us about the pigeons in her yard. Slowly meaning emerges. She's talking about
wounded and maimed pigeons flying into her windows, lying in her yard, making awful
sounds, and getting mauled by the dog. Then her grandson has to come over and
"dispose of them."
"It's so annoying!" She says this again and again. The racket fi-om the barking dogs,
too. Annoying. Somewhere in all the irate words is a sentence we pay little attention to;
something having to do with the shooting going on all that morning.
A four-wheel drive "vehicle" comes toward us, rather fast. One man in fi"onthas a toy
rubber bird he holds out the window, making it squeak. "The only good pigeon is a dead
pigeon!" The car is filled with laughing people.
We walk through a wooded area, and I notice a gray-white feather along the road.
Johnna will tell me later that she and Deb, walking ahead of Lillian and me, saw a few
pigeons in the underbrush, and they seemed "so tame." The woods open on lawn to
either side of the macadam road, lined on both sides by protesters. The clubhouse is
on our right, not far from the road, a stone building—that pale, golden stone, and
colonial-red wood trim. The clubhouse, neither large nor fancy, looks well-maintained.
So does the strip oflawn and trees separating the club's main parking lot from the road.
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About fifty or so yards from the road where we stand, is a rise of open land resembling
a green playing field. It's marked by narrow white stakes and bordered at the far end by
woods. The shooting field.
Defining our boundaries on the opposite side of the road arc heavy-plastic crates
placed at intervals on the ground, just off the shoulder. Empty transport crates, each
with a closed hatch on top. They remind one of milk crates, or dirty, scuffed toys—those
primary colors. The lawn beyond these crates leads to a kennel at one end, and at the
other, a neat home set against a background ofwoods. I^ter, I'll notice the truck-trailer
parked back near the kennel, and on the trailer, transport crates stacked five tiers
high—about eighty crates in all. Protesters will speculate as to whether or not these
contain living pigeons.
An East Greenville fire policeman in gray uniform tells someone in a car slowing to
a stop, "You can get through, no problem!" He tells us to keep to the side, off the road.
There are quite a few "blue-shirts" in the sign-carrying crowd of about two hundred
protesters. They're chanting a kind of litany led by a young man in tan slacks, short-
sleeve shirt and tie who uses a megaphone. "Stop the killing!" he yells, and the crowd
hollers back, "Stop the killing!"





"Stop the a-gony! "
—
State police troopers are moving about on the lawn between protesters and parking
lot, while the group sends its chant up into the September brilliance. Rhythm builds.
Even the barking kennel dogs seem part of it, counterpointing each phrase with their
unvarying woof-woof-woof!
Johnna, Deb, and Lillian move into the group. They're eager to see old friends.
Someone nearby points out the club owner, Richard Kolb, sitting with a few men just
outside the clubhouse's side entrance. He's easy to spot, all in dark blue—billed cap,
denim shirt, levis. He and the others sit with legs crossed and look almost relaxed. I'll
soon know better.
In one hand, paper; in the other, a sharp pencil. The soles ofmy Nikes do a goodjob
on the rise of the lawn. Halfway to Richard Kolb, I've fi-anmed a question: how do you
feel about all this? About your club being "chosen" for today's protest? I'm thinking he
might be glad for a chance to "say something," represent his position. Before I can reach
the men on the terrace, he's up, moving fast. Yelling. "Off the property!"
I try to tell him I'm a writer, but I'm getting what might be called the bum's rush. "I
don't care what you are!" he hollers. "You have to get offthe property!"





Richard Kolb is repeating his own chant, "Off... off...the property!" while I'm scrib-
bling: not tall, about fifty... tan... white around his eyes. Brown— All this scribbling enrages
him, and in a rapture of anger he yells. "I'll have you arrested! Trooper! /Vrrest this
person!"
Mr. Kolb is a trim man, rugged-looking in his denims and work boots. Thick, dark
moustache. That deeply tanned skin. But he is also today, a beleaguered man, tense and
tightand unhappy to an extreme. His narrow shoulders pull his neck and head forward,
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the comparison to a buzzard inevitable. Trooper!" he hollers again, "Arrest this person
for trespassing!"
The trooper does not arrest me. Instead, he escorts me back to the protesters, still
chanting, "Slop the murder!... Slap the torture.^ In this din the trooper asks, as ifjoking, "If
you're a media person, where's your camera?" I touch my forehead. "A writer" I say, the
shakes catching up with me. "A rvriier."
"Real men," George Cave shouts into the megaphone, "don't shoot birds!"
"Real men—
"
The four-wheel drive runs the gaundet of protesters, the rubber bird v^th out-
stretched wings held out to us, squeaking. Several children sit in the back seat They
look scared.
The fire policeman seems glad when the vehicle gets through. "Just here for the
traffic," he says to the air. 'Just here for the traffic. That's myjob!"
Nearby, aT.V. reporter is interviewingTina Sowicz, Director ofthe Philadelphia office
ofTrans-Species Unlimited. Tina Sowicz, wearing one ofthe cobalt t-shirts and oversized
shorts, appears composed and in control, talking about pigeon shoots held several times
ayear, all over Pennsylvania. Mouth and chin angled outward—evocative, like herwords,
ofenergy, determination, perseverance, defiance, she tells the reporter about proposed
legislation held up in committee, while the crowd chants, "Be a man, drop your guns...Be
a man—
"
"What happens next?" the reporter asks.
Tina Sowicz mentions a particular legislative bill, and the crowd yells, "Who will come
over! Come over to our side! Who will come over.'" The reporter asks her to comment on what
may be the shooter's most persuasive rationale: the "pest control argument" Tina
Sowicz responds that shoot organizers have been observed at auctions, buying pigeons.
"Respect life.'" the crowd yells. "H.B. 4-5-5! Let the pigeons stay alive! H.B. 4-5-5—"
H.B. 455^proposed legislation that would ban the use of live birds as targets. A
so-called compromise bill, H.B. 1985, would ban live pigeon shoots. Both bills are
amendments to existing legislation having to do with cruelty to animals, and both bills
are, as of today, stUl held up in theJudiciary Committee. Animal activists would welcome
the passing of H.B. 1985 specifically prohibiting live pigeon shoots, but fear that those
who make a business of breeding, selling, and auctioning pigeons for shoots would, in
a year or so, come up with some other bird, and the shoots would go on.
Killing Isn't a Sport, says one sign. It's a Disease. Another: Stop the Slaughter. It is 12:30
and not one shot has been fired. The shoot was to have started at noon. Ayoungwoman
in a gray t-shirt and faded levis works her way down the ragged row of protesters, asking
people to form a human chain across the field before the shooting begins. I recognize
her. Cheryl Baker—^who told us where to park.
But a human chain isn't on today's agenda, apparently. Protesters hesitate. One asks
what the charges will be. She's serious, she says. She's on probation, sort of, and has to
watch it Cheryl doesn't know, keeps working her way down. Knowing I won't be one of
those forming a human chain across the field, I note another sign: When a man destroys
a work ofman he's called a vandal; when he destroys a work ofGod, he's called a sportsman.
Minutes later some protesters break ranks and run up the lawn, toward the parking
lot and shooting field. "Arrest them!" I hear. "Arrest them!"
Men run fi'om the direction of the clubhouse. Troopers run. And among the
protesters, men with camcorders on their shoulders. The rest ofus move up like a slower
wave. "Back!" a trooper yells. "Back on the road!" We slide back. I see figures near the
parking lot, sitting down on the grass. Troopers. A cluster of people.
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"What d'we want?" someone in the crowd yells.
"Animal rights!"
"When do we want it?"
''Nowr
A car drives toward us, slows. The fire policeman braces his hands on an open window.
"Just take it easy, guy, so no one gets hurt." It's nearly impossible for all of us, he can
see, to keep to the foot or so of space allotted us on either side of the road. I Ic does not
yell at us.
"Some job," I say to him.
"Just traffic." He won't look direcdy at me. "That's all. Don't want anyone getting
hurt."
Richard Kolb, the owner, appears among us, heading for a protester silting on a
transport crate. "You don't mind, get offmy crate." He means it. Then he's across the
road, heading for one of the cameramen—a tall, gray-haired man in blue oxford shirt
and tie, chinos; a large video recorder balanced on his right shoulder. The man is
standing on the grassy area between road and parking lot, trying to film the cluster of
protesters, troopers, and club people further up. "Get off the property!" Richard Kolb
yells at this man, point blank. "Beat it! Scraml" The man retreats quickly to the road,
Richard Kolb in pursuit. A small bird chasing an invader crow.
At the edge of the road, about where I tried to make my own charge, a spokesman
fi-om the club, apparentiy, is giving an interview to a middle-aged man with an impressive
camera and a camera bag from which dangles a plastic-covered tag that says "Press." The
spokesman is young, in his thirties, I'd guess. Pink-cheeked, paunchy in sports shirt and
slacks held by a belt with a huge buckle. He is Kee Bubbenmoyer, vice-president, he tells
us, of the Pennsylvania Pigeon Flyers' Association, an organization formed two years
ago to defend pigeon shooters against "things like this."
"Arrest the killersl" the protesters in the road yell. "Arrest the killersl"
Mr. Bubbenmoyer seems undisturbed by the racket. "It is a sport practiced in twenty
states and six countries and has been in existence for 250 years." His formal, objective
tone givesway to a rush and tangle ofwords as he tells us about something that happened
four years ago—a search warrant "obtained after illegal means," a cash register broken
into, damage done, abusive language. I'm wondering about names, dates, reasons, yet
don'tinterrupttoask. Nor are they forthcoming. But it's clear that whatever did happen
is still a sore point—as today's protest probably will be. Club members feel "railroaded"
by the media, Mr. Bubbenmoyer says. We have been treated "unfairly." Emphatically,




"The activists, you mean.?"
"All lies." And we should also know about "their abusive, foul language and the
property abuse." Emotion enlivens these words.
The man with the Press tag asks if he "has any bad feelings about it." Meaning, I take
it, the shoot.
Mr. Bubbenmoyer says he doesn't, and goes on to explain how "competitive" it is.
Shooters, "pitted against many others," have to stand thirty-five yards away, and there's
a point system. The birds make "one ofthe toughest shots. "Also, these birds are "trapped
animals" that cause economic and agricultural damage and health hazards. People "ask
that they be removed."
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A reporter from KYW Newsradio 1060 hasjoined us and asks Mr. Bubbenmoyer what
his feelings are about today, whether he considers the protesters a "nuisance."
"They're not a nuisance to me. I have absolutely no sympathy for them whatsoever.
We're here to have a good time. Right now people are inside playing gin rummy. The
shoot began at 7:30 and ended at 1 1:30."
So. They upped the time, I realize. Started earlier. Ended earlier. I remember the
neighbor's words about the shooting going on all morning.
The reporter asks how many pigeons were shot that morning.
"I have no idea," Mr. Bubbenmoyer says.
"How many were brought in?"
"I have no idea."
"How do you view this shoot?"
"It's ridiculous. I've studied their beliefs...." He tells us that the protesters are
vegetarians who object to the killing of cattle; even to Thanksgiving turkey. "These
people would object to a rat show." He reiterates that pigeons are diseased and cause
health problems,
"How so?" the man with the Press tag asks.
Mr. Bubbenmoyer tells us they are known to cany seven diseases, but when asked to
name these, he can only remember one, in part "Hip-something. Anyway, lungs.
Bronchial."
I ask what happens, then, to the dead pigeons.
"They wind up at a fertilizer plant" He asks me to make it clear that "because of their
high toxic level, they are inedible. Please put that in."
By now the KYW reporter has left us. "What kind ofshot is used?" the man to my right
asks.
"Lead shot"
"What about other birds picking up this lead shot, ingesting it with gravel? Mourning
doves, for example?"
Mr. Bubbennfioyer doesn't think they do.
"And what about neighbors' complaints of wounded pigeons dying in their yards?"
the man asks.
Mr. Bubbenmoyer assures us that if these neighbors informed the owner, he'd be
only too happy to send someone over to see that the pigeons "were properly disposed
of."
The man with the Press tag asks, "And where do these pigeons come from?"
"Railyards, barns, grain yards.. .several cities...."
"PhUadelphia?"
"Philadelphia, yes. And— Philadelphia's fine."
"And how are the wounded birds killed?" the man asks.
Mr. Bubbenmoyer reverts to a formal tone. "They're disposed of in the same way as
any responsible hunter would. By good, local, community, farm-raised children."
We walk away. "Who are you with?" I ask the man who is filling a notebook.
He smiles a little. "A wildlife activist."
Help Halt Horror in Hegins
Shameful Senseless Slaughter
This is a Shame to PA
I tell George Cave that according to one of the club members, the shoot ended at
11:30, after beginning at 7:30. He immediately announces that the shoot ended at 1 1 :30.
This causes loud cheering. I wonder why he didn't announce the beginning time. 1 see
Johnna standing nearby and ask her to give him the message again, in case he didn't
hear it all. Johnna does this, but there's no other announcement. When the cheering
fades, one young woman yells in the direction of the shooting field, where, it appears,
"negotiations" are still in progress: "Let the pigeons go! They're Philadelphia pigeons
and I want them back!" A few protesters laugh.
I walk over to a tall young man in one of the blue t-shirts and ask if he was the one
we'd seen holding a sign out on Route 663, directing cars to Powderbourne. Yes, that
was him, he says. Mark Jamison. He has short brown hair and a flowing beard in the
Amish style; it nearly touches the blue shirt. His wife is a veterinarian, he says, and he
mainly "works for her." He smiles about this.
The group is quieter now. Most, including George Cave, are looking in the direction
of the protesters held near the parking lot MarkJamison stands with his arms folded,
telling me he he's been to many shoots, often with his video recorder. What he says
corroborates Johnna's description. The birds are somewhat dazed from being in the
cages and boxes. They come out and fly, more or less, and are shot "Trapper Boys,"
quite young, run after wounded birds and kill them by twisting their necks. He points
to the white pole markers out on the field. If the pigeon is shot before it reaches those
poles, the shooter wins points. If the bird makes it beyond the poles, fewer points.
Sometimes, Trapper Boys are tipped by shooters to kill a wounded bird before it reaches
the poles. Pennsylvania, he says, is one of only five states where this is still legal. What
are the others? He answers promptly: Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, Nevada.
While we talk, I note other signs.
FlyingFree That 's the Way They Should Be
Shoot Clay Not Live Pigeons
May All Who Live Be DeliveredFrom Suffering
Earlier in the day two men carrying opposing signs appeared, briefly, at one end of
the group:
Human Life is Worth More Than Animal Life
Protest Against Abortion Not Sportsmen
"Murderer!" one protester hollered at these men. The men laughed. "Yeah, " the
protester said. "You think it's fiinny. Murderers always think it's funny."
Mark Jamison, though, doesn't seem an angry young man. While other protesters
yell, at random now, he looks on, simply taking it all in. Witnessing. The club does have
the upper hand today, his stance seems to say, but that may not last
A protester nearby wears a green t-shirt that says, / am a loyal subject of the animal
kingdom. Behind us, a young man and youngwoman are sharing rice cakes and a peach.
In the sky above the wooded area we'd walked through, three turkey buzzards float like
bat kites.
By
one-thirty the human-chain protesters, in two's and three's, are coming down
from the shooting field to cheers. They show others their citations. A young woman
refers to herselfas one of "the Powderbourne Eight" There's confusion and grumbling.
Some of the human-chain people, it seems, have been arrested, even though word was
they wouldn't be. They're advised by a gentlemanly trooper to "take a hearing." There's
talk of "being inconvenienced," but one of the young women charged isn't disturbed.
"And how inconvenienced are the pigeons?"
No T.V. reporters and T.V. cameramen appear to be around at 1:45. The group of
protesters seems thinned out. Some are leaning against signs whose posts rest on the
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ground. I introduce myself to a middle-aged woman holding her sign this yf3.y—Killing
Isn't A Sport It's A Disease. She is Jane Tufton, a board member of the Lehigh Valley
Animal Rights Coalition. I repeat Kee Bubbenmoyer's assertion that pigeons used in
shoots come from railyards, granaries, and such places, and ask if she knows of any
documentation having to do with so-called "purpose-bred" pigeons. She's not sure, but
does remember that a veterinarian examined the wing musculature of some pigeons
wounded at the Hegins shoot in 1986—and later dying—and reported that it appeared
underdeveloped compared to that of a bird used to flying about freely. This report, she
thinks, might be available somewhere. Like many activists, she believes that very few
pigeons killed at shoots come fi-om city railyards and such places. She claims to have
seen people at Hegins in 1986 wearing caps that say "Pigeon Breeder." Then she talks
about experiments with a form of birth control added to feed, which should help the
problem ofpigeon overpopulation in cities. And if the pigeons are so diseased, she asks,
why are they allowing young boys to handle dead and wounded birds? But as for specific
documentation about "purpose-bred" pigeons, she says again, she doesn't know.
This leads to a description of her file of letters and papers having to do with her own
animal rights activity. It goes back to 1964—sometimes an astonishing and depressing
thought, she says. "But we are making strides." She mentions some of the excellent
animal rights films available now, and the new series of animal rights programs to be
aired by a cable T.V. company in the Lehigh Valley area.
I recognize the passion, the hope, the need to be doing. It isjohnna Seeton's and Deb
Hartman's. Butjane Tufton—^likejohnna and Deb and MarkJamison—can also discuss
the most gruesome details with professional calm. Details having to do with what she
calls the desensitizing of children—as awful, to her, as the cruelty to animals.
In 1986, at the Hegins shoot, she tells me, she asked a child—a boy of eight or
so
—"how does that make you feel?" after he'd pulled off the head ofawounded pigeon.
"It's easy," he told her. And, Mrs. Tufton adds, one can observe wings still flapping in
the barrels of "dead" pigeons—some of the children being too young or too weak,
apparently, to do thejob of killing them quickly. She talks about a father, a spectator at
the Hegins shoot, v^th a little girl about three in a stroller. This man said to the child,
"Tell the nice lady what daddy does to the kitty." The child held out her hand, shaping
a gun, and pretended to aim and shoot it
A common argument used against the protesters, Mrs. Tufton says, is the "city-
country" argument—supposedly that city people are unable to understand or accept
country attitudes concerning animals, and the killing of animals.
While we talk, protesters move through the group, passing out flyers. One announces
The Farm Animal Freedom March in Washington D.C. to protest abuses, cruelty, and
inhumane practices on "factory farms." This flyer, on bright yellow paper, is rather
fanciful with its line drawing of the U.S. Capitol and, in the foreground, a lawn with a
cow and calf, sheep, pig and piglets, a rabbit, a turkey, and a rooster. A second flyer
announces in stark block lettering, black on white, a demonstration in favor of New
Jersey BUI S. 109 to ban the Draize test. "Help End The Cruel Draize Test On Rabbits.
Show Your Legislators That You Want This Test Banned. Put your body where your beliefs
arer
The Draize test is an eye irritancy test; household products and cosmetics are applied
to the eyes of rabbits whose heads are kept in stocks for days at a time.
But there's no time for any more talk. We hear shooting. Up on the field. A gray-white
pigeon flaps upward for about twenty feet, then plummets. Another flies up; plummets.
Young boys, theirjackets flapping, run out over the field toward the fallen pigeons. The
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Trapper Boys. And they are young—eight or nine, I'd guess. I look carefully to be sure,




"Off the road," a trooper hollers. "Keep off the road!"
"Liars! Cowards! Killers!"
"Liars! Cowards! Killers!"
The gray-haired photographer and other photographers are running toward the
shooting field. More protesters are running through the parking lot now, toward the
field. Those of us hanging back hear, "Whoever goes up there gets arrested!"
"Liars! Cowards! Killers!" the group chants. "Liars! Cowards!—
"
More shooting. A flutter of wings. The plummet
"Murderers! " the group yells. ''Murderer^. "
Using the megaphone, George Cave announces, "We do not have attorneys here to
see you through. ..can'toffer you much support The police have been cooperative. ..they
are not our enemies...."
"Lying scum!" a protester yells at the shooting field. "Bloodsucker!"
Another yells, "Where's your compassion?"
And in strange echo, a t-shirt worn by a young man standing with the rest of us,
watching the shooting field, says: ""Until he extends the circle of his compassion to all living
things, man will not himselffind peace, nor rest in it. —Albert Schweitzer. "
The protesters up on the shooting field sing, while in the road we mill about, not
talking much, not bothering to keep to the side. We are like people at the scene of an
accident The singing continues, thin in the September wind. "VV<? shall not be moved—
"
A club member in a dark blue smock—like those worn by carnival and fair workers
manning game booths—runs down the incline fronting the clubhouse, coming right at
one of the protesters, a young man about three feet fi'om me. The young man is holding
a large oblong sign in front ofhim, vertically, not displaying it The man rushing toward
him is tall, hefty, well-built. The young man is tall and slender and wearing glasses. The
big man's footsteps thud on the lawn; men run after him. He slips on the incline, regains
balance, rushes down the few remaining feet and ploughs into the young man full force,
saying "C'mon, you fucker!" as both hands smash against the sign at chest level. A
circular badge on the back of the man's smock says "National Gun Club." Men pull him
away. His sun visor falls off. Later, I'll see a nest of copper-colored beads, like BB's on
the road. Right there.
Confusion. Confusing exchanges. The gun club men are saying one of the protesters
"cut" someone on the field with a razor. This seems to have sparked the charge into the
protesters, but there may be another cause. One of the protesters, or perhaps a couple
of them, were apparently walking toward the dog kennel, crossing private propcrtv.Just
going to pet the dogs, it's said, and the guy charges. The young man happened to be in
the way. It was Bernard Unti, I later learn, who is on the staff of the American
Anti-Vivisection Society. One edge of his sign
—
Real Men Don't Shoot Pigeons—seems to
have caught him in the neck, or maybe it was the man's fist—and the place looks red
and sore. He stands rubbing it, and for a while says nothing, then begins talking, more
or less to himself, about men with loaded guns who run at a crowd, about Kent State.
He tells those of us around him that he saw the guy coming at him, gun in hand, and
he raised his arms a little. "I was thinking...don't get violent" The man dropped the
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gun, according to Bernard Unti, when he slipped on the lawn. I did not see a gun—-just
that circle of shot in the road.
At 2:45 all but a few of the protesters have returned, unarrested, to the group. Those
still held—in handcuffs, we hear—^were also in the human-chain group, and that
is why they're not being released. There are about fifty protesters remaining on the
road. Word comes down that no one was to have been arrested ifwe agreed to honor
the permit pledge to leave at two p.m.
"And yet they're holding them!"
"UarslKUlers!"
A different state trooper stands before us, a few feet up on the grass, looking in our
direction. Is it true, I ask, that an officer has been cut? He doesn't know, he says. His
neutral expression doesn 't change. He might be posing for a recruiting picture. Ayoung
woman is saying, "I can't believe it That's why she comes alone to these things!" She
mentions a "Cheryl" who supposedly "cut someone with a razor or something."
"Somebody had a scalpel!" Tina Sowicz says, walking by. "I want to get everybody out
ofhere." She urges the remaining protesters to head back to the waiting charter bus.
Many do. Others want to wait until all the protesters are released. But they are not
released. Those arrested, we hear, have been handcuffed and are taken away in separate
cars. Later, I will learn that one ofthem was indeed Cheryl Baker, and that she used her
parent's surname when arrested, and that, yes, she did have a medical scalpel, but itwas
in her purse. The trooper going through her purse cut himself on it, a small nick.
Club members come out, a little past three p.m., to watch the rest of us leave.
"Ignorance is bliss!" a protester yells in their direction. Another: "Now we're
leaving, you're coming out!" And another, "Have fun! It's your last one!"
Anyone Can Shoot A Sitting Pigeon, says a sign carried by a departing protester.
Someone is pushing an infant in a stroller up on the sidewalk near the clubhouse.
Johnna and Deb are saying good-bye to friends and don't look pleased.Johnna will tell
me later that they don't like the yelling, or the harassing by protesters going by in cars.
"That's not what we're supposed to be about" Language as sword, I think. Or plough-
share.
Most of the remaining protesters are leaving together, in the opposite direction. The
three of us are alone, Lillian long since retreating to rest in the backseat of the car and
read her library book. We have yet to pass the clubhouse and make it through the woods.
More men in visors and those smocks are out on the lawn now. Women, too. Watching
us. A fewwomen sit near another parking lot, near the woods. One is saying to another
in a loud, carrying voice how they go through all kinds of trouble to take these pests off
people's hands, and on top of everything they're "helping the economy...and we're
getting crap!" Another yells to us directly. "Worry about the ozone!"
"Look at this,"Johnna says. We all stop to look, though I'm wishing they'd hurry. A
pile of shotgun shells dumped in the woods just off the road—red and green plastic
casings capped at one end with brass.
Parked at the end of a line of cars across from the farmhouse is a late-model pick-up
stuck in mud and dangerously tilted over the ditch. It belongs to one of the protesters,
ayoungwoman who is at the wheel now, while several men and somewomen are behind
the truck, pushing. MarkJamison is among them. Another is the man with the Press tag
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who'd interviewed Kee Bubbenmoyer. It's tricky business. The truck looks like it might
topple over on its passenger side. Its front wheels are turned toward the road, making
it all the more precarious. The group changes tactics. Somebody tells the driver to turn
the wheels and drive right down into the low area, go past the row of parked cars, and
then up and out. They push. They rock the truck back and forth. Push some more. It
frees up. "Gun it!" I hear, as the big truck moves down into the soggy area. Or maybe
it's Hit it! or Floor it! The truck bounces through high weeds and water grasses, keeps
going, and finally ascends, reaching the road, its wheels and hubcaps brown with mud.
Cheering, then. And in the air all around us, the strong scent of crushed wild mint
The ancient Mariner broke the curse of Life-in-Death by blessing the water snakes
unaware, and then, rejoining the world of men, needed language to convey the
experience, to warn. No way out of our own mess, perhaps, except through compas-
sion—and language. But language as the cultivating tool it can be, in the hands of










but not yet answered.
For the precious, of course, are locked:
the ruby and chain.
The nostalgic, forgotten in their dust
five snapshots, one torn ribbon.
The long expected are securely hid:
sound bonds, a confounding will.
What nourishes or pleasures is cellophaned:
wild rice, candied fruit
What shelters in the night is curtained:
a warm room with soft lamps.
What is dead
must be buried.
Closet carton coffin chest
deep plastic wood shallow
dread bliss destiny surprise:
four sides for the mystery
a bottom sustaining




He once viewed his life as a ladder
to climb: always up. Now he sees
the ashpit he made of it and he's
baffled and maybe even distressed
by the mess, the debris around him.
At its best success was easy money,
was power and sex. He fingers the
moral compass he lost and flinches
to remember the arrogant way he had
of blaming everything on women, on
women and bad press, never dreaming
just how simple real blame can be.
He shudders, alone outside, in the
dark, and studies the stars, their
location and the meaning, if any,
of their arrangement in the night
sky. He's troubled and perplexed
and wondering what's next when the
moon unexpectedly tips over and it




She came up out of her dungeon
Burdened with wicker and wet wash
I heard the smack of the screen door
and I knew it
My mother was taking the clothes
to the line.
Her stride as big as the plains ofAquitaine
Her barefeet slippering the dew
She made the red wings dash for the juniper
Where they shook blue berries into her
Still girl hair.
The string was white as lyre string
Taut between two crucifixes.
"With a crack each sheet went up
Another sail, another ship
Shirts filled like bloated bodies
Pinned in wooden jaws.
My mother made no voice sounds
Her labors ancient and agrarian
Muscles, calf line, rounded hip
Her progress undisturbing
Ferns uncurled in her midsL
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NANCY G. WESTERFIELD
Summoning the Night Nurse
This bed not a bed for any acts
Of love, nurse, with its glazed taut
Sheets, these mechanical restraints fixed
At the steel sides, this battery of knobs
For the release of foot and head but not
From pain. Something for the pain, nurse.
Is why I rang your disembodied voice,
Why you come now starchily, your glazed taut
Dress bending by bed-light Nightly here.
Our married evenings, nurse, consummate
In this same act of love, with your changing
The fever-drenched sheets. Masterful as a lover,
You gather me at bedside, gather
The wet bedding while fever stencils
The dizzying graphics ofyour changing face,
The room that rolls ceilingward like a window
Shade, levels, descends, and recoils again.
How powerfully armed, you unroll and stretch
The sheets, nurse, stopping meanwhile
To love my lilies-of-the-valley in their vase,
Telling me once you planted such a bed
Of them where first you lived as a bride.
"I hope that beautiful bed is still alive,"
You say, dreaming for a moment Gathered in,
I can stroke the glazed skin of clean
Sheets, can turn my head to lilies
That sumnnon a garden where you have been
In bridal white, nurse, bent to such acts
Of love as now at 4 A.M. give me something




Speaking the mother tongue we share,
The women standing on the station platform
Under the sign "Alight Here for the Cathedral,
Wait with the dogs they have taken on holiday
Now that the children all are grown.
Tightening leashes, they palm the lOp
For the doggie to get on the train
That carries them home to tea. The woman
Waiting for me has distant kin's expectant
Eyes, ready to welcome, ready to forgive
The lateness of the arriving train,
Like mothers that we both have been
Of unpredictably late daughters and sons.
Alighting, I am driven by the Cathedral's
Eroded stone, stone women with eroded faces
Waiting in niches to join the glorious
Train ofMary mothering at the eternal
Throne. The car is warm, the tone
Now unforgiving. "Mum. Before you see her.
You should know what I haven't written.
How carping. How inconsiderate.
Unmotherly, she's become. Wants me
To give up the teaching and take her
Into our home. I won't It's fme
For outsiders to look on and say,
'She's old. Be kind. You'll be the same.'"
And so we will. The hand that turns
The wheel driving through motherland bears
The sign: old age's leaden veins.
The motherlode of terrors that we mine.
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James S. Coleman and
Thomas Hoffer
Public and Private High Schools:
The Impact of Communities
New York: Basic Books, 1987. 254 pp. $21.95.
Reviewed by
John J. Rooney
I'm usually put off by discussions of the rela-
tive merits of Catholic and Public schools;
they typically give me the same uneasiness
as listening to ethnic jokes. Most such com-
parisons are partisan, subjective, and based
on limited experience.
However, I was impressed with the recent
work ofJames S. Coleman and Thomas Hof-
fer. In Public and Private High Schools: The Im-
pact of Communities, they have conducted a
broad-based, sophisticated and unbiased
study ofAmerican secondary schools. Their
findings are unmistakably clear: Catholic
schools do a decidedly betterjob of prepar-
ing students for college than public
schools; in most respects they surpass other
private schools too.
Coleman, a sociologist at the University of
Chicago,has a respected record as a social
scientist His study detailing the effects of
racially segregated education (the
"Coleman Report") helped revolutionize
schools in America. Nevertheless my initial
reaction to this latest report was skepticism.
Could such striking differences in student
performance be real? For in both verbal
skills and mathematics, Catholic high
school students show an achievement
growth of three years in the same time llial
public school students grow only two. At
each step along the educational ladder, a
greater percentage of students from
Catholic schools continue onward: more of
them finish high school, more are accepted
into college, and more graduate from col-
lege. Further, they do better in college,
especially in the first year. The investigators
have allowed for differences in talent in the
two shool systems by matching students in
ability, socioeconomic level, and related
variables. Surprisingly, Coleman and Hoffer
found that Blacks, Hispanics and students
fi"om families classified as economically or
socially deficient perform much better in
Catholic schools than do their counterparts
in public schools.
I have heard it argued that the reason
Catholic schools do better is that they
dump problem students on the public
schools. Yet, fewer students have discipline
or attendance problemis in Catholic
schools. Of those who do, fewer than half
as many drop out as from public schools.
The investigators used students who attend
other private schools as a benchmark to
separate the effect of selecting a non-public
school from the effect of the t>pe of school
selected. They conclude that, while any al-
ternative school has some effect, Catholic
schools have an impact greater than other
private schools.
What is there about Catholic schools that
makes such a difference for Catholic and
non-Catholic student alike? Certainly not
economic or physical resources. They npi-
cally have larger class size, lower teachers'
salaries and less equipment. Nor has the
main goal of Catholic schools been to excel
in the measures Coleman uses. Rather thev
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aim to add a religious dimension to the tradi-
tional curriculum.
Coleman and HofTer answer in two parts.
First, Catholic schools impose more struc-
ture; they require more college preparatory
courses, such as mathematics and foreign lan-
guages; and they assign more homework.
Second, and apparently even more impor-
tant, the Catholic school is part of a function-
al community in which parents more
frequendy know one another, are more in-
volved in the school, and support these
academic demands.
A current popular movie, Stand and Deliver, is
based on the real-life story of one teacher in
a public school who was able to accomplish
wonders, despite low standards initially held
by the administration, the community, and
the students themselves. His answer: set high
expectations, challenge students, enforce
standards. The tension and conflict in the
story stem from his struggles to convince
these groups that his approach can succeed.
It does, of course—to a miraculous degree.
What Coleman and Hoffer find make the dif-
ference in the Catholic school is less
dramatic but more widespread. Higher ex-
pectations are the rule, not the exception;
administration, faculty and parents demand
this and students accept it Students' develop-
ment does not require individual teachers or
students to buck the system, but to work
within it, following the expectations of this
community.
There are implications here for education at
all levels, public and private. With regard to
Catholic schools, the message seems clear:
encourage and support their work; help
them grow; recognize and reward their suc-
cess, particularly with minority students, and
take advantage of it
Unfortunately this has not happened. Sup-
port has been practically non-existent from
government and has been mixed, at best,
from the Catholic community and hierarchy.
Only six percent of the country's students
are in Catholic schools, and with increased
expenses, declining religious vocations, and
decreasing enrollments, many established
Catholic schools are closing— often in areas
that serve minority students. Perhaps the
clear evidence of the effectiveness of
Catholic schools contained in this report will
help stem this decline or even reverse it
The most important implication of the
results however, must be in what they can tell
about how to upgrade our public schools,
where 90 percent ofAmerican students are
enrolled. When the Coleman report on
segregated schools was published in 1966 it
awakened educators and public alike to the
need for reform. The present report has
been greeted mainly with mass indifference.
A professor of education at an Ivy League
university did find time to write a letter to
the editor. "Catholic schools," he wrote, "are
authoritarian and undemocratic." That was
that. Yet an educational philosophy that
shies away from exercising legitimate
authority and advocates an unbridled in-
dividual freedom does not lead to a healthy
self-resourcefulness. Rather it fosters a laissez-
faire atmosphere in the schools. Students
may feel isolated, lonely, and victimized by in-
difference. Some will respond with excessive
individualism or narcissism. Learning, from
its onset in the family, is a social enterprise.
The family or group that sets clear
guidelines for its members in an atmosphere
of commitment and caring encourages in-
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dividual competence, social responsibility,
and an internalized set of values.
Not that it is necessary to emulate the
Catholic schools to form a functional com-
munity that supports learning. One alternate
approach to improving the social climate of
the schools has been demonstrated by
Lawrence Kohlberg in several inner-city
schools.
This cognitive psychologist emphasized the
moral development of the group. He and his
fellow researchers were able to transfer the
loyalties of students away from the adoles-
cent sub-cultures with norms and values inim-
ical to success in school and the larger
society. They created an organizational
climate in which collective responsibility for
one another became the accepted norm.
Helping students move from where they are
to where we want them to be: citizens who
can function effectively as educated mem-
bers of our society, is a complex and difficult
process. Much as biological research on
nutrition can promote healthy physical
development, sound social science research,
can help us identify the conditions under
which effective learning occurs. The findings
of Coleman and Hoffer and of Kohlberg
highlight the role of a community that






New York: Grove Press, 1988. 318 pp. S18.95.
Reviewed by
Kevin J. Harty
Biography—serious biography—is in danger
of becoming a dying art form thanks in large
part to the efforts of "professional biog-
raphers" who move from subject to subject
trailing behind them the skills of the hack.
As a result, readers get expose rather than in-
sight: a history of drug or alcohol abuse—or
better yet of both—of sexual indiscretions
—
the more bizarre the better—and of cruelties
at the hands of parents or inflicted on
children. In short, biography becomes too
often a gloss of headlines from tabloids such
as The National Enquirer OT The Star
Because sensationalism is the key to success
and to a long stay on the best seller list,
notoriety rather than merit seems the
motivating force behind the biographer's
choice of a subject The more lurid the tale,
the more lucrative the royalty—how else, for
instance, to explain the almost simultaneous
publication of two biographies of newscaster
Jessica Savitch, whose death may indeed be
tragic in the non-Aristotelian sense of that
overused term but whose life offers little to
merit single, let alone double, volume-length
attention.
At first glance, Charles Laughton seems a
likely candidate for biography qua expose.
His sexual indiscretions and excesses—the
stufTin part of Elsa Lancaster's two volumes
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of memoirs and of a earlier biography by
Charles Hingham—were legion. Happily,
though, what concerns Simon Callow in his
new biography of Laughton is not sensation
but craft The volume's subtitle is meant to
suggest Laughton 's uniqueness as an actor.
(He was in Laurence Olivier's words "the
only actor I knew who was a genius")
.
Laughton was a difficult actor not only be-
cause he was not easy to work with but also
in the sense that a book or a work of art is
said to be difficult it requires close attention
to be understood fully.
To be sure, Callow is no bowdlerizing prude.
Early on, he points out, almost in passing,
Laughton's homosexuality in a passage that
shows the difference between the writing of
a hack and that of a wordsmith:
The absence of intimate relation-
ship with parents is notorious for
the encouragement of two species,
actors and homosexuals. One of
the [Laughton] sons—Charles
—
was both; another, Frank, was
homosexual. Tom, by contrast, was
much married, and never set foot
on any stage.
What intrigues Callow, what gives him pause,
is not the lurid detail of the personal life, but
the skill of the actor. His book is a sustained
attempt to write about the art of acting
through the life of one of its greatest prac-
titioners.
Callow is not the ordinary biographer. Him-
self an actor, he is known principally in
America for his film roles
—
Amadeus, A Room
Tvith a View, and Maurice. In Britain, he is bet-
ter known for his work on the stage. A seven
plus hour long staging of Goethe's Fausi—all
of Goethe's Faust—^which he directed and
starred in was his highlight of the London
theatre season in the first half of 1988.
Callow brings to his study of Laughton an
actor's eye and ear. (Being an Actor, his pre-
vious book, was widely praised) . In discussing
Laughton's early training at the hands of the
Jesuits, Callow comments on the attraction
of Catholicism to actors in a paragraph that
also manages rather nicely to summarize In
passing the close parallels between drama
and religion—in ancient and medieval times
its ultimate source:
Whatever effect it may have on the
soul, Catholicism (and its English
Varient) is another great manufac-
tory of actors....Ritual is obviously a
contributing factor—^incense, vest-
ments, chanting, processing, the
division between the altar and the
congregation—^all these find their
counterpart in the theatre; but the
drama of its imaginative
framework—the opposition of
heaven and hell, the great figure of
the Trinity and the omni- presence
ofMary in her many guises, the vast
supernumary cast—^archangels, an-
gels, seraphim, cherubim, and so
on; all are the stuff of drama. More
obscurely, but no less certainly
dramatic, is the cycle of sin,
retribution and redemption.
For his biography, Callow talked to a vast
army of Laughtonians and sifted through
the materials in the Laughton Collection at
UCLA with impressive results. Page after
page provides extensive details about and




Born in 1899, Laughton came to the stage at
the age of twenty-four by way of the trenches
of the First World War and a stint working in
the family's hotel business. After a year's
training at the Royal Academy of Dramatic
Art, Laughton 's stage career took off rather
spectacularly not with bit parts in the tradi-
tional repertory company travelling the high-
ways and byways of Great Britain but with
minor roles that received major acclaim in-
West End Productions of Gogol, Ibsen, and
Chekhov, Only later, in 1933-34, did
Laughton do rep when hejoined the Old
Vic Company and the likes of Tyrone
Guthrie,James Mason, Flora Robson, and
Elsa Lanchester for a season of Chekhov,
Shakespeare, and Wilde. In between, Hol-
lywood discovered Laughton and teamed
him up in films with Raymond Massey, Mel-
vyn Douglas, Tallulah Bankhead, Gary
Cooper, Maureen O' Sullivan, Claudette Col-
bert, Fredric March, and Merle Oberon. Hol-
lywood also rewarded him for his efforts with
an Oscar—the first given to a foreign actor
—
for his performance in the title role of The
Private Life ofHenry VIII. Thereafter, movie
roles kept coming, and Laughton found him-
self playing opposite everyone from Abbott
and Costello to Shelley Winters.
On the stage, Laughton 's efforts turned next
to collaboration as well as to acting. In
March, 1944, Laughton met Bertolt Brecht
and a friendship began between the two as
they collaborated on Brecht's play The Life of
Galileo. Callow quotesJames K. Lyon's defini-
tive study, Bertolt Brecht in America, in correct-
ly pointing out that Laughton was "the single
most important person for Brecht in his
American exile." Callow makes clear that
Laughton, in his work with Brecht, was again
the rare actor: he clearly understood
Brecht's dramatic theories. Laughton 's trans-
lation and subsequent stage appearance in
the title role of Brecht's play remain the
standard.
What Callow also makes clear is that
Laughton never stopped working—his last
screen role as the Southern Senator,
Seabright Cooley, in Advise and Consent, was
undertaken after his diagnosis for the cancer
that would soon kill him. Laughton clearly
enjoyed performing, but not because he was
a ham. Rather, Laughton saw his skills as an
actor as a gift to be shared with audiences
large and small. His career included not only
film, television, and stage roles but also a
series of staged readings across the United
States and Great Britain
—
zs an appendix to
his biography Callow reprints Laughton 's
reminiscences of two such readings in
Anchorage and Clear, Alaska. Callow also
details what must have been an alternately
hilarious and embarassing appearance by
Laughton on The Ed SuUivan Showwhen
Laughton, as guest host, had to introduce
Elvis Presley, then making his fu^st ap-
pearance on television.
Laughton 's most fitting epigraph may be his
own comments on acting made during an in-
terview late in life:
Every actor worth his salt must cre-
ate the characters he plays out of
his mind, his perceptions, his ex-
perience—otherwise he's not an
actor at all. Great acting is like
painting. In the great masters of
fine art one can see and recognise
the small gesture of a finger, the
turn of a head, the vitriolic stare,
the glazed eye, the pompous
mouth, the back bending under a
fearful load. In every swerve and
stroke of a painter's brush, there is
an abundance of life. Groat artists
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reveal the god in man; and every
character an actor plays must be this
sort of creation. Not imitation—that
is merely caricature—and any fool
can mimic! But creation is a secret
The better—the truer—the crea-
tion, the more it will resemble a great
painter's immortal work.
Simon Callow's biography makes a convinc-
ing case that Charles Laughton, that difficult
actor, was a great artist both on stage and on








Anne Tyler is the best thing to come along
in American literature since Flannery
O' Connor died. With the attention
generated by the film. The Accidental Tourist,
an Academy Award nominee, fame has "sud-
denly" found her out But she has a solid
body ofwork behind her: Breathing Lessons is
her eleventh novel. And this latest work is fur-
ther proof that she has found her subject
and her method.
Beginning with Dinner in the Homesick Res-
taurant, Tyler's work has focused on mar-
riage and family. I realize that sounds like a
boring sociology course title, but the novels
are more about finding ways to stay the
course.
I won't bother you with a plot summary of
Breathing Lessons. There isn't much plot to
speak of. Maggie and Ira Moran, married 28
years, have to go to a funeral in Deer Lick,
Pa., 90 miles away from their Baltimore
home. The trip brings them face to face with
their beginnings as a couple, their present
problems in trying to ensure happiness for
their son and their grandchild, and the fu-
ture of their marriage. "Oh, Ira," Maggie says
at the novel's end, "what are we two going to
live for, all the rest of our lives?"
Faulkner said that the only things worth writ-
ing about were "the old verities and truths of
the heart.. .pity, and pride, and sacrifice, and
love, and honor, and compassion." Tyler
grasps the truth of Faulkner's insight Mag-
gie and Ira are easy to identify with; they are
archetypal husband and wife, having the best
and worst qualities of their sex. She is im-
petuous, outgoing, and loving; he is solid, un-
emotional, and loving. They clash, and they
come together—^at the damndest time, as a
matter of fact
In Breathing Lessons, sex expresses love.
Violence is not part of the characters' first-
hand experience. Hope is an abiding virtue,
and compassion makes daily life possible.
Contrary to prevailing opinion, it is possible
to write a contemporary novel with these
characteristics.
Maggie and Ira are engaged in the ultimate
human adventure—living life every, every
day. What they do is funny and sad, dumb
and delicious, and oh so very human. This is
a novel about learning through living,
"Breathing Lessons." I thinkJane Austen
would have liked it, and I think you will too
ifyou like people more than plot
OOOO
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Advice for Young Writers
Emily Dickinson read an article in TheAtlantic
by Thomas Wentworth Higginson called Ad-
vice to Young Writers. She was moved to begin
a lengthy correspondence with Higginson,
adopting him as her "preceptor," though she
blissfully ignored his advice.
Young writers, thankfully, usually ignore ad-
vice from their elders. Nevertheless, the ad-
vice is often entertaining (if at times
con tradictory) . What follows is the best advice
available from the bestwriters. Do with itwhat
you will, young writers.
oooo
Read, read, read. Read everything—trash,
classics, good and bad, and see how they do
it Just like a carpenter who works as an ap-
prentice and studies the master. Read! You'll
absorb it. Then write. If it's good you'll find
out. If it's not, throw it out the window.
—^William Faulkner
If you would be a reader , read; if a writer,
write.
—Epictetus
Read as many of the great books as you can
before the age of 22.
—James Michener
If a young writer can refrain from writing, he
shouldn't hesitate to do so.
—^Andre Gide
Read at whim! Read at whim!
—RandallJarrell
The dubious privilege of a freelance writer is
he's given the freedom to starve anywhere.
—S.J. Perelman
If you can't annoy somebody, there's iiiUc
point in writing.
—Kingsley Amis
There's nothing to writing. All you do is sit
down at a typewriter and open a vein.
—Red Smith
Let your literary contributions be kept from
the public eye for nine years at leasL
—Horace
As to the adjective: when in doubt, strike it
out.
—Mark Twain
Oh, shun, lad, the life of an author.
It's nothing but worry and waste.
Avoid that utensil,
The laboring pencil,
And pick up the scissors and paste.
—Phyllis McGinley
The idea is to get the pencil moving quickly.
—Bernard Malamud
Manuscript: something submitted in haste
and returned at leisure.
—Oliver Herford
Those who write as they speak, even though
they speak well, write badly.
—Comte De BufTon
A perfectly healthy sentence is extremely
rare.
— I Icnrv David Thoreau
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Good things, when short, are twice as good.
—Gracian
It's notwise to violate the rules until you know
how to observe them.
—T.S. Eliot
Read over your compositions and, when you
meet a passage which you think is particularly
fine, strike it out.
—SamuelJohnson
Truth is such a rare thing; it is delightful to
tell it
—Emily Dickinson
The great consolation in life is to saywhat one
thinks.
—^Voltaire
Continuous eloquence is tedious.
—Pascal
Big book, big bore.
—Callimachus
Nothing goes by luck in composition. It al-
lows of no tricks. The best you can write will
be the best you are. Every sentence is the
result ofa long probation. The author's char-
acter is read fi-om title-page to end. Of this he
never corrects the proofs.
—Henry David Thoreau
Less is more, in prose as in architecture.
—Donald Hall
In composing, as a general rule, run your pen
through every other word you have written;
you have no idea what vigor it will give your
style.
—Sydney Smith
How vain it is to sit down to write when you
have not stood up to live!
—Henry David Thoreau
Real seriousness in regard to writing is one of
the two absolute necessities. The other, un-
fortunately, is talent
—Ernest Hemingway
Awoman musthave money and a room ofher
own if she is to write fiction.
—^Virginia Woolf
A good writer always works at the impossible.
—John Steinbeck




The Young Writer's Reply
Lament
or Scaling Parnassus in Sneakers
WilUam B. Yeats
get offmy case.
I can't write a line
but your reedy voice grates,





DOUGLAS ANGUS was born in Amherst,
Nova Scotia, and received his PhD. from
Ohio State University. He is now an
American citizen and professor emeritus at
Sl Lawrence University. He has published
four novels, and four short story an-
thologies.
T. ALAN BROUGHTON is Professor of
English and Director of the Writers'
Workshop Program at the University of Ver-
mont. He is the author of four novels and
six collections of poetry. He has received
numerous awards and fellowships and has
been a regular contributor to these pages.
DANIEL BURKE, FSC is President
Emeritus, Professor of English, and Direc-
tor of La Salle's Art Museum. He is current-
ly working on a book of literary criticism
dealing with classic short stories. He has
published a collection of poems, along with
many articles. He considers himself an "oc-
casional poet," the occasions being primari-
ly greeting cards.
KELLYCHERRY has had her poetry and
prose appear in The Atlantic, Mademoiselle,
Iowa Reiriew, and The American Scholar. She
has recently won a Wisconsin Arts Board
Fellowship for poetry.
ERHARD K DORTMUND is an associate
professor of history at Western Oregon
State College. For a time he was an
editorial writer for a number of Pacific
Northwest newspapers. He has published
essays on Eugene V. Debs, Pauline Kael,
Daniel Paul Shreber and psycho-history.
GORDON GILSDORF is a priest who is
presentiy teaching at St. Joseph Academy in
Green Bay, Wisconsin. He has published
two books of poetry, and his work has ap-
peared in various magazines, including:
The Midwest Quarterly, The Catholic World,
and CommonweaL
J.B. GOODENOUGH is a free-lance writer
from Pittsburgh Pennsylvania. Her first col-
lection of poems Dower Land vfas published
in 1984. Her new volume, Homeplace is due
sometime this year.
JACK HART teaches English at Rio Grande
College in southern Ohio. He lives on a
two-cow farm and has published two books
of poetry. His work has appeared in The
Lyric, Poem, and the Plains Poetry Reinew.
KEVIN J. HARTYis an associate professor
of English at La Salle University. His most
recent publication is a study of film versions
of the legend of King Arthur.
JOANNA HIGGINS is a free lance waiter
whose fiction has appeared in the Best
American Short Stories a.ntho\ogy, Prairie
Schooner, MSS, and the P.E.N, short story an-
thology. She is a recipient, this year, of a Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts Fellowship
in Literature. This marks her first ap-
pearance in these pages.
KATEJENNINGS has recendy returned to
this country after a long period of living in
Switzerland. She lives in Gary, North
Carolina, and continues to publish poetry
and fiction.
JOHN KEENAN is Professor of English at
La Salle and author of two books on wTit-
ing. He is presendy the editor ofFour
Quarters, becoming everyday increasingly




MICHAEL J. KERLIN, Chair of the
Philosophy Department at La Salle, has pub-
lished articles in The Commonweal amd The
Thomist.
ERNEST KROLL is a retired State Depart-
ment specialist in Japanese affairs. He has
published fiction, criticism, and five volumes
of poetry. Words from his poem,
"Washington D.C." are chiseled in granite on
the new Western Plaza in the nation's capital.
MARYANN MAGGIORE is a former book
critic for The Philadelphia Inquirer. Her
poetry has appeared in Theopoiesis, and she
has been a featured poet in the Moonstone
Poetry Series. She was born in Brooklyn,
and presently lives in Philadelphia.
JOSEPH MEREDITH directs the Sheekey
Writing Center at La Salle University. He
resides in the no-mans-land between writer
and student, with the distinct privilege of ad-
vising young writers everyday. The editors
thought his voice a resounding battle cry for
all struggling writers. His recent poems have
appeared in The American Scholarand Painted
Bride Quarterly.
JOHN J. ROONEY, Professor of Psychology
at La Salle, has written on subjects as varied
as counseling, religion, and the history of
baseball.
JOHN R ROSSI, Professor of History and As-
sociate Editor ofFour Quarters, has published
frequendy on George Orwell, most recently
in Thought, with an article on "Orwell and
Chesterton." He has been known to express
opinions in print on fields ranging from film
to baseball history and conservative political
thought
JOHN J. SEYDOW is Professor of English at
La Salle and a demon at the keyboard (key-
bored) of any computer.
NANCYG.WESTERFIELD has appeared in
The Boston Review, Commonweal, and Writer's
Digest. Two of her poems will soon be pub-
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